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moose t ribe a.s lias been shot in tire
guests being Mr. and Mrs.
John.
state tli-isi fall.
The animal had an
Welts, and daughter,' Miss Vangie,
ILV'
unusually fine bead with fifteen
Mr. and Mirs. Ray Welts, Mr. and
P< imts which A. S. T1 omjp-son of Map
Mrs. Fred Wescott,
Ada Pease,
h
lewood farm, has purchased to
be
Neale Berry, Farmington; Mr, and
Mrs. Edgar Sampson,
Miss
Irma
mounted fer beautiful Maplewood.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Hardy will Sampson, Herman Weed,
This is the second moose Mr. Wells
Raymond
has shot in the town of Chectervillc. ertrtain the latter’s parents, Mr. and Gerald Sampson and
M.ss
and Mrs. William Callden. Mr. and Prince.
within a few years.
United State* Clumpiouhip Tarret
Mrs. M. W. Harden and Mr.
and
<67 s 5C0 made with RemingtouMr. and Mrs. A. W. Bean
and
UMC Cartridge* by A. PMrs.
Birchard
Whitman
and
little
Lane, 3 -inch bulLeya
family are planning to take dinner
at 50 yda.
son.
with tlveir sou George and family,
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Hoyt
will if Mr. Bean’s health wilil permit.
have as dinner guests, bus mother, Mrs. George Bean’s parents,
Mr.
Mrs. Hattie Hoyt, brother D. F. and Mrs. A. O. Reed are also there,
to*"**''
Hoyt and family, sister, Mrs. E. "S. spending the winter.
Mr. Reed is
Biibier and family and Mrs.
Hoyt’s somewhat improved in health.
Mr. Leech of Gorham, Me., who ha parents, Mr. and Mrs. M.
'*> OffSewal’
Miss Albertine Butterfield
and
been hunting in the Gore for the Keliley and Miss Rosie Kelley.
c"
mother, Mrs. Louisa Butterfield will
past week had secured two deer. He
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ross will go to the farm cn Sunday for their
m
' >■"*
get them, the same day within an have a familyparty consisting
cf Thanksgiving dinner with Mr. and
hour of each other.
Used by leading experts for more than 40 year*
their son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Freemont Scamman and family.
H A T E V E R make of piatol or revolver your ex
DeBerna Ross.
Harold W. Beedy will go to Liver
pert uses, you are pretty sure to find hiir shooting
Mr. and Mrs. Rufus Beede
and more Saturday, the guests of his
Remington-UMC ammunition.
Noted for over 4 0
t\\\A
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. Cronkhi-te will be parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Beedy,
years for sure fire, accuracy, precision.
Rim or center fire every calibre—revolver, single ttbot
the guests of F. Merton
Hammond for his Thanksgiving dinner.
The
Or eutometic pistol.
kVa
and wife.
The alert dealer in this community sells them—the Remfamily are all expected to he at
¡ngton-UMC dealer. You will know him by the unfailing
Mrs. Mary Parker has invited her heme over Sunday.
\\
sign of Sportsmen’s Headquarters—the Rvd Ball M ark o f
Rmmington-VMC.
son and wife, Mr. and Mrs. C. E.
To keep your gun cleaned nnd lubricated right, use
Parker and her two grandsons and
-—
.
Rem Oil, the new powder solvent, rust preventative, end
.C®*I
gun lubricant.
t1eir families,
Messrs.Floyd
and
m -os1
Remington Arme-Union Metallic Cartridge Co.
Glidden Parker.
299 Broadway,
New York
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Noble
will
The following clipping was taken have as guests Mr. and Mrs, C. F.
from the Farmington Chronicle of Chandler and Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
several weeks ago, but will be none Chandler.
the less interesting to friends
cf
Mrs. Sarah Graffam, Mr. and Mrs.
the Taggarts in Franklin county:
C N. French, Mr. and Mrs. F. S.
Old acquaintances in this
town |Haley and Miss Blanche Savage will
Messrs. Hare Id A. Pitman and G.
and county have noted with interest |be entertained by Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Pope cf Danvers, Mass., were at
and pleasure the newspaper mentions D. Graffam.
the Elmwood last week on their re
ef Mrs. Sarah B. Taggart of WintliHon. and Mrs. H. B. Austin, Miss turn from a hunting trip at Dallas,
a ten pound salmon from
Alaska
rop and especially the account of Ruth Austin and Miss Mabel Austin stopping at Stephen A. Getchell’s.
the celebration of her last birthday, of Farmington will be the guests of
found its way carefully packed in an
Theiir efforts were not altogether
August 27.
successful, although Mr. Pitman se
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. True.
ice box from Seattle, Wasb., to the
Mrs. Taggart was born in Madrid
Miss Emma Russell will go to her cured one deer. The conditions were
home ef D. H. Knowlton of Farming________
in 1822, a daughter of Samuel Ste home in Rangeley for the Thanks not of the best.
ton. It was shared in by others and
We believe Mr. Pope lias bunted
vens, Jr., sen of Samuel
Stevens, giving recess, and Miss Miller to her
all pronounced it a real Pacific deliMaine sportsmen annually go from who served in the
in this section annually for some
Revolutionary home in North Jay.
¡30'to 100 miles front home to hunt
Hon. and Mrs. J. Blaine Morrison yearsl, with good success heretofore.
war.
She married Rev. John Tag
cacy. A letter came a few days be- ,
. ..
..
deer and other big game, but Mr.
will
have as dinner guests,
his He is a brother of Fletcher Pope,
gart
of
Temple,
who
died
at
Phillips
fore from CoL A. J. Blethen, say ing: \yells of Chesterville is satistfi'ed to
in 1876. Early in life she affiliated father Judge James Morrison and formerly of Pliillip®-.
"Look out for a salmon from Alaska hunt around home, and for several
herself with the Baptist church, but sister, Mrs. Harold Worthley and
by express,” and added:
“ It is a j rears has secured better results right
aterward took’ up relat ions with the family.
sample of the fisheries that yielded ' in Chesterville than have mo felt cf bis Methodist church of which denomi
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Howard and
townsmen who have gone to more
nation her husband was a clergy little son wiiil be the guests of Mrs.
the salmon industry cf the Pacific
distant points.
Only last
week
For a number of
years Howard’s parents, Mr.
and
Mrs.
scuthwest thirty-eight million dollars right in Chesterville Mr. Wells sC.rot man.
after her husband’s death she made Levi B. Field.
ia one year.
ns fine a specimen, probably, of the
her home with her daughter, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. McLeary will
J. C. Flynn, in Minnesota., hut for have as guests, Mr. and Mrs. Wni.
The fish and game department of
the past sixteen years has resided in Hunter, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Hunter Maine was unable, through lack of
Winthrop, where lier son, Dr. C. W. ; and children, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Mc- funds to prepare an exhibit for the
G R A F T S CAM PS.
K E N N E B A G O , MAINE.
Leary and family.
Panama Exhibition at Sa.n Francis
September fishing at Kennebago is the best to be had in Maine j ! Taggart, is 'located.
She is in full possession of her
Grant’s Camps are located at and near the best 6shing grounds. W e *
Mr. and Mrs. W. Henry True and co but Maine will nevertheless be
shall keep open during the hunting season. Write us for reservations.
* .faculties, is in excellent health, is Miss Edna True wrill spend the day represented, Nash, the Norway tax
t
ED GRANT & SON CO.
* a constant attendant at church, and With their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. idermist, having an exhibit ready
reads considerably, keeping well W iliam True at their camp at Dal for shipment.
It consists of' -some
posted on various matters. She ka® las.
splendid deer and caribou heads and
two children, Dr. Taggart and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ross are some very fine fish.
The specimens
Flynn named abo ve.
hoping for a large family
dinner are perfect and the work of mount
| B A L D M O U N T A I N C A M P S 8a ld MS°nr a’n !
Mrs. Taggart’s recent birthday was Darty.
The children
and their ing simply first-class.
The ex
pheasant families have been ’invited but It is hibit w.ill be a credit to the state and
Bald Mountain Camps are situated at the foot of it aid Mountain on M ooselookm e- “>> celebrated in .a «quiet hut
ÎÎ tuntic Lake. Near the best lishm ? ifroun-l-s. First class -steamboat conn ections—Auto
manner.
yet uncertain how many will be able t~ Mr. Nash,
ft road to camps—Tel phone con n ection s—T w o mai s daily—W rite for free circular.
Many grits off useful- articles, flow  t< be present.
AMOS BI.LÏS. Pr-ip'r.,
Bald M ountain
M aine
>:•
ers, and post card greetings were
Mr. and Mrs. F. W. Atwood will
received.
The .afternoon was die- dine with their daughter »nd hus
ilightfully taken uip by am, automo band, Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Beal.
bile ride with her son, Dr. C. W.
Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Field, Master
Taggart, and call® from friends of Richard Field, and R. H. Trocar tin
fering good wishes-, the day closing w ill be guests cf Mrs. J. W. Brack
witin a musical© in the evening. ett ard Miss Miriam Brackett
at
Mr. John Phillips, who is super
Mountain V iew , Maine
| Punch, nabimees tea and coffee were the Elmwood. J. Scott Brackett of intending the building of the Sandy
Sg
S£ served.
jL’cwdcsha w ij also be home for River & Rangeley Lakes
railroad
Por fu rth er p a r tic u la rs w rite or a d d r e ss
Thanksgiving.
bridge, known as the LeviField
Mr. and .Ins. El win Webber will bridge, vva® badly injured last 'Tues
L. E. B O W L E Y ,
entertain Mr. and Mrs. Frank Rich day while employed there.
| Mountain View,
m
*
*
Maine- fj
ardson and the latter’s mother, Mrs.
A piece of limber flew up sending
Castlehim into the air some distance and
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Bean will landing him 17 feet down in the
remain in- Phillips during the Thanks river on the ice where he struck on
giving recess and will dine with the hi® head.
Nobles.
Lew Noble of Bowdohn ar
He wa® taken by special tran to
rived home Wednesday for the few his home in Ki-ngfieild, Dr. E. B.
days’ vacation.
Currier accompanying him where he
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Bunnell will was also attended by hie- physician
I
Willis
Hardy
is
pretty
well
pleased
.
AS A
They found
Mr. Dr. O. W. Simmons.
i with his efforts as a hunter,
for entertain the Latter’s father,
last week lie
downed a
bear Joseph Barden and sister, Mrs. Car one rib started and somewhat fear
injury to hi® spine.
in the Gore section.
He and D. T. rie Presby and family.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Toothaker
and
Word from Kingfield this morning
Hamden went cn a little hunting
little son, Miss Mildred Toothaker, (Wednesday) states that lie passed
trip
and
Hardy
shot
at
the
bear,
This territory is unsurpassed in Maine.
It is easy of
wounding it, but it got awray again and Mrs. Olive King will b-e the a comfortable night and does not
access and nearly all the camps are open through the ard yesterday morning be was dis guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Tooth seem to be suffering much pain.
It wa® a very n,arrow escape and
Hunting Season.
Deer, Bear, Partridge, Duck and covered again and Hardy’s shot was aker.
it
is almost remarkable that he did
At
the
-home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
a fatal one this time.
small game are very abundant.
The bear has not been
weighed B. Butler the Thanksgiving guests not sustain more injuries.
yet but it is not a very large one. will be Mr. and Mrs. Norman But
estimated to be about a two-year- ler, Antonio Croteau, Phillips; Burn’ am True and George Hartwell cf
old..
Bear seem to be about as plenti Strong; Cecil Lamb, Rangeley.
{•sues a descriptive booklet o f this territory, containing map o f entire region, whi< h will be fu rn
rl
D ou m n n rl
xxriTL
nT1A I ami moths wanted for colleges. Highest prices paid. Outdoor
ished upon application to
iM r S .
r red rtciymond W lld l I l R \ e
one «unmier work. Get complete book of matrurtiens an details,
ful as deer this, year according to
,
Send 2c stamp. JA-MhiP S IN C LA IR , tOtaoaobosrist. D ep t. 9 ,
o? the largest parties, the invited ; t*©*Aw«ie» cai.
reports.
Phillips,
Maine.
General Manager,
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CELEBRATES HER
92ND BIRTHDAY

%

Mrs. Taggart a Native of Madrid

BRING OUT ONE
DEER THIS YEAR

More Successful In Past Years
Than This Fall.

BLETHEN SENDS
WELLS GETS FINE
10-POUND SALMON
SPECIMEN MOOSE
Jbinks Home Section Is All Right
1® Hunt In.

MAINE WILL BE
REPRESENTED

FALLS DISTANCE
OF 17 FEET

j Mountain View House f

GETS BEAR FOR
A TROPHY
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The lOpening day a year ago a toMon son that not a single
pheasant been through thisl place the past two
from
had been shot in that town during months say they have not been able tal cf 83 deer was reported
the whole of the open season, and to find a track or even a trace of towns covered by The Telegram in
Shoot the
Monson is n,ot so badly situated for deer having been about there to feed Worcester as being killed. The num
Model 27
birds either.
Partridges were found ¡lately. There,used to be a. deer run ber reported tire opening day this
near year was 56, the weather no doubt
in
considerable
quantities during the across1 the valley and river
R ep ea tin g R ifle
here also, but no deer have been keeping many hunters who were out
season
just
closed,
but
they,
too,
.25 Rim-Fire, eight shots, 24-inch
could easily he more plentiful withou seen for some time on these rums. a year ago at home tins sleason.
round barrel, $13.15; octagon
barrel, $15.C0.
discommoding the hunters in
the This would indicate that it was the
The second day a year ago 30 deer
rim ■
least.. The reports from those who blasting that had driven them out of were reported by representatives oi
d hißt. ------ - , ----------- , ,
¡have hunted gray squirrel« have on tills location as most, of the other T' e Telegram as having been killed,
for deer; excellent for target work, foxes, geese,
•woodchucks, etc.; safe for settled districts.
tine whole been satisfactory, and for Sections of the town report that deer and tic mm v the thirl day was 25.
Y ou wilt ll'-e the ouiclt, smooth-working "pump-action;” the
those who keep their consciences' are frequently seen and there are Yesterday, 41 were reported to have
Siectal Smokeless Sleel ■barrel;
the modern
w e a ^-resisting
r -r f i s u n ? *->.
.
\ ----,
f solid-top
.
and side cj'.dor for rapid, accurate firing, increased safety , and
clear by using a .22-caliber rifle for many tracks in the woods.
been killed.
, r ”-fiown
J~.... construction and Ioory head front sight $
convenience. *It ’he ) t'J
The Palmer Journal has taken up
shooting this spry little
creature
these cost extra on other Tiif.es.
This year finds many of the huntthere are only a few better sports the local relief work for the Belgium
Send 3 stamps postage for
27iP M lczrf¿n fir e a r m s G>.t
er who hunted deer in previous
128 page catalog o f all
among those to be classed as mall Sufferers, and its, ct'ice is to be used
seasons going away for the
entire
MarUaunse3an<lsh0t' 33 Willow Street, New Haven, Conn.
as a substation for the receipt
of
game shooting.
week,
which
would
mean
that
they
■inhawnuunwBnmHaa
Not ©nil money is
wanted
The last of the regularly establish gifts.
are hunting in places farther away
but
clothes,
articles'
for
protection
ed fox hunts in this immediate vicin
from W orcester than h:as been the
ipart to become less and les;sl trustful ity was that of the Western Massa from cold or things for the
many
rule.
Thasi would indicate that ia
as the year pass, tout when they mus chusetts fox club, which
chased destitute children as well a« men
most instances some of the reports
be shot with a shotgun, toy ball; or through, the towns surrounding West- and women.
of deer shot this season wiilll come
buckshot, it goes without saying that field on Wednesday.
Four brushes
much later than has been the rule,
the very wild ones are for the mosit were secured, and quite a few more
though, there will not be much dif.
part going to get away.
The out foxesi than that gotten wind of and
ferenoe in the time the reports are
side range for anything like probable either run to earth, or lost.
Rey
made to the fish, and game conasfl
kills with such a weapon and charge nard is an animal who seems to per
sion.
may be planed at 100 yards.
For a sist in this vicinity, and,
although
man to get that close to a feeding the inroads of sportsmen and others
The law provides notification of the
deer means either that the deer is may tell on hits; numbers, it is apt to
killing of deer must be made in writ
tame or that the man is a very clev be a long time before he
The following hunting items in var ing to the commission 24 hours after
becomes
From the Springfield Republic an of
er stalker.
Somehow one is inclin extinct.
ious sections of Massachusetts were a deer has been killed.
As
regards
hunting
him,
November 15:
ed to blame the deer for tamenessi the ardor of those who used to raise clipped from the Worcester Daily Tel
FISKDALE.— Harry Groves, Sterl
Hunting is still the watchword in when the choice lies between these fine foxhounds and take great pride egram of November 18, and the hunt ing, shot four deer shots into a large
this state among thesis who care at two alternatives, although doubtless
buck this morn'ng near the Grovesf
in them seems greatly to have di ing exploits occurred cn the 17th:
all for that sort of thing, for,
there are some skilled hunters here minished of late years, and with it
Deer hunters taking advantage of homestead with cut bringing the ani
though the season on birds and squir abouts.
However, by such a state the eagerness for the chase itself. the one week open season found yes mal to the ground.
The deer left
rels' closed Thiurday evening, Gov. ment there is no need of intend
But there are still many enithusiastsi, terday a much better day for the a trail of blood behind and Mr.
Walsh not having seen, fit to extend ing an argument for the use of rifles
and as those thing frequently go by ilport than the opening day, Monday, Groves ran to the lnciuse to sfhed lute
the season, the open season on deer
heavy hunting coat.
fits and starts there is good reason and more hunters were out.
will begin to-morrow morning at sun- j It sieems probable that when the
There was just enough frost in
tr
expect
that
as
long
as
there
are
He told his sister, Juilia Groves, arise.
The dee.r will be on tap un- figures are in at the close of the sea
foxes there will! be plenty who are the air to make one feel t.lie weath bout hisi hitting a deer and that he
son
the
number
killed
this
year
will
t '1 Saturday evening at sunset a sea
er was such, ad is usual in deer sea was going back to see if he couldn’t
eager to hunt them.
son of six days.
Indications
in be found to qompare rather closely
Deer hunters should be impressed son. Heaves in the woods were pack get another shot at it and she went
with
statistics
for
recent
past
yearsi
general are that there will toe al
with tire fact that during the comini ed down from the rain of the previ out with him. A1the ugh Mr. Groves
most asi many deer as ever
this perhaps a few less for a slight di
week they will be arrested if found ous day and the hunters! found them didn’t land his) deer, M ss Groves
minution
seems
inevitable
when
the
year, although from some of the
in the woods carrying either a re selves able to move about without shot a deer that weighed 160 pounds.
towns, notably those where many number killed by farmers and fruit
Only the much fear o f frightening the animals. She is the only woman to have shot
season volver, pistol or rifle.
were shot last year, comes word to growers during the closed
From reports last night,, a
few
shotgun is permitted under law
is
taken
into
consideration.
Indeed,
a deer in Fiskdale and surrounding
the effect that not quite so
many
Worcester
hunters
had
experienced
towns.
it
seems
generally
believed
that
if
have been seen during the year as
luck.
One cf the first kills
re
is; usually the case.
Nevertheless the agriculturalists are allowed to
Palmer, Saturday, November 14.
ported last night was cne made by
(Continued on page three).
it is to h© preturned that thosie who kill at all seasons when the animals
The deer hunting season at sun Patrolman Em.eslt Proctor of
sta
have their heart set on a deer can trespass an ultimate and not overly rise on Monday and will continue un tion 1.
He is on his annual vacati r
secure one.
Certainly those
who distant extermination is inevitable. til sunset Saturday.
The season and is hunting in Hubbardston, mak
have had their heart so set for a That is a point which involves dan domes one week earlier than usual as ing his headquarters) with relatives.
sufficiently long time should be able gerous ground with, much to be said there are five Sundays in- this month,
He sent word to Worcester that lie
However, there
to get one, for .under the peculiar both pro and con.
tilie week set apart, by law being the had landed a 150-pound doe yesterday
will
probably
be
goed
or
at
least
local conditions of deer hunting a
one which follows the third Sunday afternoon.
man can have made friends with his fair deer bun ting to be had in West in November.
The sun risies at 6.53
E. C. Newton advertising manager
intended quarry during the summer ern Massachusetts for a number of o’clock by the almanac, but as it is
at the C. T. Sharer Co., store, Front
years
to
come.
time, and one might almost say hit
light for some time before it is quite and Commercial streets,
returned
il with a meat ax when it trots up
The bird season just closed has possible that some deer will be shot early to Worcester with a deer. He
to bid him good morning on
the been fairly satisfactory. In some lo before the sun actually rises:.
A j got a buck that weighed about 175
first day of the hunting season.
calities large numbers of pheasants lovers of the sport are anticipating: pounds,
Ed Grant. Peaver.Pond Camps
places a fine season as deer are reported to
N ew reading: matter, interest»’ gr.
To slay that Massachusetts deer are were shot, while in other
Newton hunted in Rutland with J.
The
first
edition was exhausted n.ueh sooner
like that is of course ridiculous, and none at all were either seen or shot. be plentiful and this is so in spite j G. Wesson, Joseph Viola and J\ F. than we expected
and the popular demard vu
®o
frreat
for
a second edition that we published
indeed some not a tendency on their Last week came a report
from l0f yie fact that large numbers of I Barry, three Wo ree flier men.
He an enlarged and improved edition to be sold by
(postpaid) at the low price named.
deer have been shot during the last made his kill about 7 o’clock yester- mail
Twelve certs, postpaid. Stamps accepted.
iouir# seasons. The farmers
have |day morning.
The three other WarJ. W. BRACKETT CO , » 4
killed 249 deer which they have fottìi ! cester men had n.ct returned
last
Phillips, Me.
damaging their gardens.
Thiel is i i> ni gibt.
They told Newton when be
result of a bill passed last year by left them that they did not intend to
the Legislature amending an olid come back to Worcester until they
MAPS OF MAINE
law, and gives a farmer the r "tot had bowled over a doe or a buck
to shoot a deer that is found d,oi,ng i apiece.
RESORTS AND ROADS
harm to his crops.
Baslides these
Mr. Newtcn said lue had much difMaine Woods has frequent inquiries
there have been 5378 deer
bagged j fkulty getting the buck,
He fired
for maps of the fishing regions of the
during the past four years by sports- three times) at him, he said,
be- state, etc. We can fmnish the follow
men.
In tike ljght of the above facts'fore lie brought him to the ground, ing maps:
1
$ .50
it would seem asi though, the deer the third shot seeming to be as ef- Franklin County
.60
must be getting scarce, but stueih, does fective as the first two which were Somerset County
Oxford County
,50
net seem to be the case. The game fired and which failed to bring the Pi* cataquis County
.50
commissioner&i base their facts upon animal down.
Aroostook County
.50
.50
reports from farmers and others all
The slecond deer to be shipped in Washington Couni y
1.00
over the sltate of thie great damage to Worcester from Brimfield arrived Outing map of Maine, 20x35 in
Geological map of Maine
.6
dene to their gardens, etc.
Deer last might.
It is billed to W iliam R. R. map of Maine
.36
have also been seen in numbers by I. Needham, Holden.
.35
He
hunted Androscoggin County
.36
different people in the woods near with a cousin, Stephen Pierce, Brim- Cumberland County
Hancock County
.50
townsi and villages and along coun field.
He made the trip to Brim- Kennel ec County
.35
try roads.
.35
field Sunday sfo to be on hand early Knox County
Lincoln and Sagadahoc Counties
.35
Hundreds of dollars worth of dam the opening day.
Penobscot County
.50
age have been done to the trees in
Although the doe, which is- said to Waldo County
.35
the apple and peach orchard si ;n this be about as large as any seen in |“York
‘ County
~
.35
section, especially along the Wilbra- Worcester, was not shipped
until
ham mountain range.
Many hunters yesterday, it was shot the opening
J. W BRACKETT CO.,
think that the only way to bring day.
down a deer is to camp out all night
The first deer from Brimfield came
Phillips,
Maine.
in slcme favorable locality and so be into the city addressed to Eugene J.
on hand at daybreak as iit is at that Riordan, Worcester postoffice. This
time that tilie deer are abroad.
At one was’ a big buck, and both huntsunrise and sunset are considered the ers said that they came across many
best time to capture the quarry. hunters in Briinfielid.
In the paslt
The local dealers in sporting goods: few seasons some of the
largest
(J. W. PU KFL,
report a number of sales of firearms deer sJhct have come from that part
TAXIDERMIST
and ammunition and there have been cf Massachusetts, and it is getting
Dealer in Sporting- Goods, Fishing Tack)».
Indian
Vocoasins.
Baskets and Souvenirs.
386 hunters’ licenses) issued in this to be a favorite slpot for the hunt
RANGfcLEY,
- .
.
MAIN*
t. wn this year 1y tlhe town olierk. Th ers who set out for one of the an\
heavy blasting that is being done a- mails.
long the line cf the new railroad that
A party consisting cf Capt. Charles!
“ Monmouth Moccasins*
is under construction between here S. Holden, Harlan W. Holden,
J.
They are made for
and Prividence has driven many of Harvey Curtis and Harold L. Halil
Sportsmen, Guides, Lumbermen
Fie deer out of one of their favorite brougil t in a deer early
yesterday
Known the world over for excel
haunts.
Very few deer have been afternoon.
lence. Illustrated catalogue free.
seen near this location since
the
M. L . (i ETCH ELL CO.,
The animal was brought down in
.
.
.
Maio*
blasting has been going on, and the West Paxton.
The party toured sev Monmouth,
I eld hunters think this, has slant them eral WoreesIter county towns in an
j to other quarters.
Near thie top of automobile belonging to Mr. Hall and
R A W FURS W ANTED
. the mountain ’is a large swamp, and saw only one other deer beside the
Direct from the trapper. Highest, niaf*
around this a number of
evergreen one which was killed.
ket. prices with good liberal sort. Goods
trees.
Thisl is w! ere several burnt
They reported having seen about 50 held separate and all charges paid.
ers have always been able to start hunters, but. said they saw none who
cut several deer.
Those who have had shot a buck or doe.
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WESTBORO—Homer Hanseomb to
day shot a 250-pouiid buck in
the
Wcodvilie woods.
A 125-pound wais! also shot by Ver
non Rice near lake Whitehall.

ingly plentiful. The law allows every the warden to satisfy himself tliat
gunner to shoot five partridges a day tit© hunter is a non-resident and not
and during the present season never entitled to hunt without a license
was there a day when there was not except to camp on his track during
more than enough, birds to satisfy his stay in the woods and then to
the ravishing appetites of the sports follow him home , which in
most
CLINTON—Charles Fickeissie®, Bos
men.
cases is impractical if not impossi
ton, who lias been staying at the
Among those who have been the ble.
If however every hunter, resi
Clinton houiste since Sunday, shot a
gueslts of Mr. Hinds at his, and the dent or non-resident, was licensed a
buck to-day in Shirley. The buick
camps of Billy Soule, have been tbes warden could at once satisfy hi,mse|lf
weighed 190 pounds.
from Portland:
Charles!
Halcrow whether such blunter was within his
Wagg, rights.
SPENCER.—Arthur Claybert, Web Dana Plummer, George A.
Nature never intended anything she grow s to be cut
“ The hundreds of
non-resident
ster, Janies Shepard, Worcester and Henry Lord, and Charles Lord. Each
up until just before it is used. Everybody knows that Paul Moran, Market street, Leicester, bagged two deer, the law’s limit to hunters coming to Maine each year
food should be fresh— and so shouldf tobacco.
the individual.
in greatly increasing numbers by au
go* a 120-pound fawn to-day.
Of these men George Wagg isl par tomobile makes the enforcement of
Sickle P lug com es to you fresh— w ith all the original
Tine men made the kill in
the
ticularly enthusiastic over the preva the non-resident hunter’s law ab
All
flavor and moisture pressed into the plug. Y ou slice up north-western part of Spencer.
lence of game in that section.
It solutely impossible until sucli, time
the tobacco as you use it, and the last pipeful smokes as three shot at the d'eer at the same was his firslt gunning trip for the big a , the state decides to make such
cool, sweet and satisfying as the first— because the natural time to make slure of getting it but game of the Maine woods and since enforcen^ent possible by the passage
the fawn started on a rum.
A shot
he shot two deer inside of a few of a resident hunter’s license law
leaf wrapper keeps Sickle Plug fresh. T h e chopped-up from 'Shepard’s gun brought
down
hours after (his) arrival he lias every of some kind which willl require all
tobacco that com es in packages cannot help getting dry, the deer.
reason to shout for the territory. Mr persons who hunt to be licensed.
smoking hot and scorching.
“ An argument used against the en
WEBSTER.—Hector Dupre return Wagg was on his way to Honlton
T ry a plug o f Sickle today— get more tobacco, by ed to-day from a coon hunt
it
near and he stopped over at Mr. Hinds’ actment of such a law is that
having no package to pay for— and get more enjoyment Ashby with one coon that weighed camp for just a taste o f the slport would be double taxation forced upon
Our ans20 pounds, and makesi the 22d coon which calls hundreds into the Maine the hunters of the state.
by smoking fresh tobacco. A t all dealers.
He arrived in j wer to this is1 that the supreme court
shot by Mr. Dupre this year. The woods every fall.
total weight of this year’s bag is the middle of the afternoon and he-1 of the United States has held that
316 pounds), a record-breaking year fore six that evening he had shot j the fish and game of a state betw'o deer.
Both deer were killed ! leng to the people of that state and
for Mr. Dupre.
within the same (hour.
that they have the
constitutional
The 22 coons were shot in 18 trips
The bagging of one of the two right to make such laws
regulating
made, and the record is the best
deer gave Mr. Wagg an unlooked for the taking of' fish and game as they
made by Mr. Dupre in 10 years! All
thrill! for the big buck showed fight may deem advisable.
were shot after being treed by Mr.
“ To a.pply this principle in another
and headed for tine Portland
man
Dupre’s dog, Sport.
after he had been wounded and be way—The fish in our waters and the
stopped game ia our woods does not belong
ATHOL.—Roy Boyce, Atliol High fore the animal could be
lands, shot a deer in Athol this Mr. Wagg was forced to send the any more to the fisherman or hunter
laslt bullet in his gun into the on who kills than it does to the man
morning.
in city or country who never fishes1
Fred Y. Oliver, Athol Highlands, to rush iing beast.
Thousands of our
Some idea of the prevalence of and never hunts.
day, shot a buck wegihiag 125
citizens
never
cast
a line or carry a
game
in
this
section
may
be
gather
pounds.
ed from the fact that while
this» gun yet the law holds these citizens
He is the largest deer ever shot in
George E. Fay, this) afternoon, sli<ot
|party passed about two weeks there, have the same title to our game and
Brimfield and lias an excellent pair
a doe of 150 pounds, in Rlceville dis
|no attempt to shoot deer until three our fsh as that small minority of our
of antler^.
trict.
(Continued fro m p a g e t w o ) .
days! before the return home
was citizens who exercise their unquest
Fred Hunt, Southbridge, shot a doe
James H. Hood, Morse place, to-da made.
The delay in shooting the ioned right to kill within the law\
near the home cf Samuel Adams,
Igot a doe weighing 180 pounds.
“Again, if a resident license law
deer was caused by the warm weath
OXFORD. One buck weighing 150i Wa,rre.n road, this afternoon.
would
be double taxation, what can
er,
the
gunners
realizing
that
the
Frank
LaLittle,
Springfield,
shot
a
SOUTHBRIDGE.—A
three mile
pounds, with three-prong antlers, was
shot in Oxford this morning, and who| ^uck c,n the Holland road late today, crosls-ccuntry run will be Thanksgiv meat would not keep for any length be said of the laws requiring the
It weighed about 140 pounds.
ing morning for members of
the o,f time sk) made no effort to bag registration of automobiles and the
shot it is* a mystery.
licensing of their drivers the con
Three me®, a father aind two sons Southbridge Y. M. C. A.
The
run big game until preparations for re
William H. Larned was out after a
never
turning ¡home had been started.— stitutionality of which have
from
Sixteen
Acres,
each
shot
a
deer
will
be
under
the
direction
of
Frank
deer early this morning, going to
been questioned in this state.
The
Portland
Press.
Howard, physical director at the Y.
ward West Oxford, and as he neared on Weslt Mountain this afternoon.
taxpayer pays no tax on the game
M.
C.
A.
A
solid
slilver
loving
oup
They said they came upon a herd
the Massachusetts Sand Brick Co.’s
of the state for it is public property
unoccupied plant lie saw a buck lying of 10 deer feeding and each got one, will be presented to the winner.
i.i a way, and under a license law he
but the men failed to give their
in the pit, juslt kicking its last.
would only be paying for the privil
FITCHBURG.—Patrick Moran, the
The buck had been shot and the names when they departed in an auto. West Fitchburg boy, who has been
ege of hunting and destroying that
Prank Lombard sf’ot and wounded made manager of the
ground around it was covered with
which belongs as much to his
nonPhiladelphia
blood. When no one claimed it, Mr. a deer on the Patrick White farm Nationals, has gone to New York for
hunt.ng neighbor as to himself.
In
Lamed went to Oxford center and early this morning,''but did not get a conference with President Baker in
the case of his automobile be pays
a specific tax to his town on his car,
obtained the horse and wagon of it.
regard to plans for next season, it
Auxhibit St. Germain and took his
he then pays another sum to the
BROOKFIELD.—Arthur J. Palmer has already been decided that the
find (home.
It is the only deer re shot the first deer in this town fchiis team w'ill train at St.
state fer the privilege of operating
Petersburg,
his car, and still, another sum pro
ported shot in Oxford.
tbason on the Burges® farm, Rice Fla.
vided he wishes to operate his car
The deer was a
. BRIMFIELD.— Seven deer were re com er district.
CHARLTON.—While shingling a 1
himself, yet we hear no severe con
buck
weighing
180
pounds!
ported killed in Brimfield today and
house for Ernest Blood at Dresser
demnation of this law as
creating
This afternoon while hunting in the hill today, Earle Morey saw' a deer
one of them was a 400-pound
buck
Chairman Harry B. Austin stated double taxation or as being unconsti■which nearly every hunter who visits! same district Leslie G. Tucker shot coming out of the woods!.
He and in an interview a short time ago tutional
According to Mr. Mr. Blood left their work and fol tliat the Commissioners of
Brimfield has tried at some timé dur a 150-pcund dee.
Inland 1 All argument aside, this fact stands
ing the past three open seasons' ’ to Tucker he 'followed the animal nearly lowed it, and Morey shot it, a 90- Fisheries and Game hoped tliat the |
out clearly emphasizing the position
s*ix miles by a trail o.f blood before pound buck.
get.
This is the first deer coming Legislature would place a 5-, taken by the other states on this
Joseph Healey. Palmer, a motorma he got it.
year close time on moose and said question—All but eight states of the
reported shot in Charlton.
on the Springfield & Eastern Street
William I. Needham, Hoklen, shot
that, if this was done., the commis- union have placed upon their statuBROOKFIELD—John F.
Clancy
Railroad shot him on West Mountain |a 175-pcumd doe on the Morgan farm,
sloners would recommend a reduction tefe gt)me form of a resident hunter’s
this afternoon.
i Brimfield, this morning. This farm shot a 125-pound deer while hunting of the fee for non-resident hunter’^ iUcense law—Maine is the only state
|is on the boundary between Brook on the west shore of Lake Quacum- L1censes to $1;_) d°l,lars> V'huch was north of Mason & Dixon’s Line which
field and Brimfield.
In the party quasit this afternoon.
the former charge for these licenses |,dces not have such a (Law, the other
with Mr. Needham were
William
The fourth deer reported shot in until the laws were revised in 1913. Iseven states being Maryland, West
Pierce, West Brookfield and Charles Brookfield to-day wast killed by Har He also stated that he hoped
the Virginia, Virginia, North and South
Barr, New' Braintree.
ry L. Morse in Potapoag district this Legislature would also see fit to Carolina, Arkansas and
Mississippi.
TIME TABLE
UPTON.—Burt E. Hobbs, Mechan afternoon. The deer w'as a full-grown enact some form of a resident hunt Seven Canadian provinces have also
er’s license law.
ic street, this morning got a 275- bpek, and weighed 190 pounds!.
In Effect, September 27tb, 1914.
a resident hunter’s license law. Thus
This latter recommendation
has it would seem that a great majority
pound buck on the Bradislh farm in
FARMINGTON Passenger Trains leave Farm |North Upton, near the Wesltboro line.
caused much dislcussion among those of our sister states and neighboring
ington for Phillips, Rangeley. and Bigelow, at
interested in matters of fish and provinces consider shell a law both
6.15 P. M., and for Phillips at 12.07 P. M. Pas
HOLDEN.—William S. Durant keep
senger trains arrive from Phillips at 6.66 A. M.
game legislation, and while it lias wise and necessary.
!
pace
with
his
brothers
by
capturing
snd from Rangeley, Phillips and Bigelow at 2.10
many advocates, there has alsio been
P.M.
“ We are willing to leave the workI a good slized buck today.
MIXED TRAIN arrives at 9 35 A . M and leaves
some adverse criticism of the prop in or out of such legislation to the
It is reported that thie two Honstmt11.00 A. M.
osition to place a resident hunter’s good judgement of the coming Leg
STRONG PASSENGER TRAIN S leave for man boys, Carl and Fred, got a buck
license law upon our statutes.
Farmington, at 6.23 A. M. and 1.37 P. M. For and a doe.
islature believdlng that it will safe
Phillips at 12.37 P. M . and for Phillips and
In order that the public might be guard the interests' of all our citi
Kangeley at 6.47 P. M. and fo r Bigelow at 6.60 P.
WEST BO YLSTO N.—Oh ester
E
M.
better informed of the reasons in zens not only with regard to the
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at Smith, W orcester sttreet, shot a doe,
fluencing the Commission in recom ,proper amount to be charged
for
18.37 P. M. and 5.47 P. M. From Bigelow at 1.25
weighing nearly 150 pounds,
near
P. M.
mending such legislation, Chairman such licenses but a® to the proper
MIXED TRAIN arrives from Phillips at 8.46 Mal den hllil •t o-d ay.
Austin was asked to go into the mat exemptions from the law’s provisions
A M. and from Kingfield at 8 25 A M., and from
James Welsh, Jr., shot a doe weigh
Farmington at It.46 A. M. Leaves for Phillips at
ter more in detail and he according and the manner of working them out
1.40 P. M- and for Farmington at 8.45
M.
ing nearly 150 pounds), on his father’s
ly has) set forth ills views as follows: to the best interest of the whole
PHILLIPS PASSENGER TRAINS leave for
Farmington at 6.00 A . M. and M 6 P. M. For |lr,ind tO -d a y .
“The first and greatest object of a state,”
Rangeley at 6.16 P- M.
MARLBORO.— Gilbert W. Wilson
Walter D. Hinds, the well known resident license is not to
raisle
Passenger trains arrive from Farmington at
hunter to Portland taxidermist and one of the funds to keep up the present total
12.55 P. M. and 6.10 P. M. From Rangeley at was the first Marlboro
12.20 P. M.
si).Moot a deer this season, which was most enthusiastic of slportsm.en, in revenue realized from the sale of
MIXED TRAIN leaves for Farmington at 7.30
A M. Rangeley 7.40 A. M. and arrives _ from placed on exhlibition in the window sists that one of the best game sec non-resident hunter’s licenses,
pro
Farmington at 2.16 P. M. K«ngeley 3.16 P. M.
Of
the Marlboro Rubber Co., this tions of the sitate is in the vicinity vided , their price is reduced from
RANGELEY PASSEN GERTRAIN S leave for
Admirers of Maine game crowded
of Oxbow which is located at the $25 to $15 for, in the opinion of the
Farmington at 10.40 A . M. and arrives at 8.00 P. ' h l t e r n o o n .
Main
The deer, a buck with
sipreading headwaters of the Aroostook river. commission, the increasing number of around an Augusta auto oai
MIXED TRAIN arrive.*! from Phillips at 10.15
Mr. Hinds camp is at Oxbow and licenses sold at $15 will nearly, if street about supper time Sunday even
antlers
and
weighing
350
pounds,
was
A. M. and leaves at 10.55 A. M.
for
sleverall not quite, afford th'e same revenue ing tliat was) lioadied with a small cub
SALEM PASSENGER TR AIN leaves at 1.00 shot by Mr. Wilson yeslterday after having hunted there
P. M. for Farmington and arriveB at 6.16 P. M.
noon at the Butler farm, Southboro. years as well as in other parts of to the state as ¡the fewer number now bear, three buck deer and about 10
RINGFIELD PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for
Frank Wellman
On the other hand the brace of partridges.
the deer to the state he feels! that he knows sold at $25.
Bigelow at 9.00 A. M. and 6.38 P. M. For Farm Mr. Wilson brought
some thing about where to find game main object of a resident
ington at 12.40 P. M.
'hunter’s of Augusta shot the bear in a tree
Marlboro to-day.
MIXED TRAINS leave fo r Farmington at 6.46
license is to make the enforcement near West Forks, and E. E. Brad
WINCHENDON.—Two deer, a 125- most plentiful.
A. M. and for Bigelow at 12.00 M.
bury and F. G. Marsihall and J. E.
There are not a fewT Portland men of the non-resident hunter’s license
BIGELOW PASSENGER TRAIN leaves for pound dcie and a 200-pound buck wer
Page, all of AugusJta, each had a deer
Farmington at 10.50 A, M. and arrives at 7. 28 P. brought into Wimcbenhon, this morn who will bear out Mr. Hinds in> what law possible.
M. Arri^s from Kingfield at 10.00 A. M. and
to has credit.
The largest of the
“
Under
present
conditions
a
warden
ing.
The deer were shot in Royal- ho claims of Oxholw.
leaves for Kingfield at 7.36 P. M.
They are men
The bear was
SUNDAY T R A I N S Leave Rangeley at 10.50 ston, Walter Webber, Front
believe bucks' weighed 235.
street, who have been visitors at his camp may have every reason to
A. M. Phillips. 12.25 P. M. Strong, 12.47 P. M.,
set so as to be looking out over the
that
a
hunter
is
a
non-resident
yet
all
arriving at Farmington 1.20 P. M. Returning getting the doe, and E. R. Smith, during the present season and
back of the car, and had a red ribh
leave Farmington at 1.60 P. M. Strong, 2.22 P. Central street, the buck.
have returned to Portland with the if lie approaches) the suspected party
M. Phillips, 2.45 P M „ arriving at Rangeley at
about its, neck.
lit was apparently aand
asks
to
see
bis
license
and
is
in
4.25 P. M.
law’s!
full
allotment
of
deer.
Not
WEST BROOKFIELD—Peter Codbout
seven
months
old, and
could
formed
by
the
hunter
that
he
lives
in
F. N. BEAL^ GenT Manager,
erre killed a 200-lpoiund buck on the alone do deer thrive thereabout but
have easily been carried in the arms.
Maine
there
is
no
possible
way
for
Phillips, Maine.
partridges and woodcock are exceedWare road this afternoon.

Tobacco That Comes To You
Cut Up, Comes Dried Up

3 Ounces

10c

Slice it a s
you u se

HUNTING IN MASSACHUSETTS

CHAIRMAN AUSTIN
ON LICENSES

Great Majority of Sister States
Have Some Form of a Resident
Hunter’s License Law.

SANDY RIVER & RANGEIEY
LAKES RAILROAD

PORTLAND MEN
HAD FINE LUCK
Made Great Killing of Game at
Camp of Walter D. Hinds at
Oxbow.

GET GOOD LOT OF GAME

MAINE

«

MAINE W O O D S
ISSUED WEEKLY

J. W. Brackett Co.

WOODS,

IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Preble and two
children, Mrs. J. W. Brackett, R. H.
Trecartin and Miriam E. Brackett
L. B. BRACKETT,
Business Manager were at camp in Madrid over Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. F. N. Beal were in
Portland a few days the first of the
OUTING EDITION
week.
pages .............................................. *1.00 per year
The Campfire Girls had a meeting
LOCAL EDITION
Saturday afternoon at the Parish
12 and 16 pa«es . • ............................ $1.6C per year
Canadian.. Mexican, Cuban and Panama sub House. Hot chocolate and marguerites
scription 50 cents extra. Foreign subscription were served by the guardian.
f cents extra.
The Christmas Present Club met this
week, Tuesday, with Mrs. H. H. Field.
Entered as second class matter, January 21,
' 909. at the postoffice at Phillips. Maine, under Refreshments were served as usual.
The meeting in two weeks will be with
the A ct of March 3. 1879.
Mrs. D. F. Field.
The King’s Daughters will meet with
The Maine.Woods thoroughly covers the entire
|of ,Maine as tollHunting. Trapping. Camp Miss C T. Crosby Friday evening, De
o s and Outing news, and the Franklin county
cember 4.
c&ily.
The 1913 Club will be entertained by
Maine Woods solicits communications and fish
Mrs. C. E. Parker next week, Friday.
•nd game photographs from its readers.
When ordering the address o your paper
N. H. Harnden is in Portland for a
»hanged, please" "give the old as wed as new few days doing some work at the rail
ddress.
road station.
Miss Anna Beal is at home for
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1914
Thanksgiving from her school at Sher
man Mills.
Mr. Eben Hanscom was called to
The Lincoln Chronicle prints the Saco last week by the death of his
following:
brother, Frank Hanscom, who suffered
“ A Western editor has siolved the a shock and died very suddenly.
vexing problem of collecting frond his
We think it worthy of note to men
subscribers.
Every time a news tion the fact that Mrs. George Hewey
item a-ppears concerning one wilio is was a caller in the village last Satur
in arrearsl the name is printed up day, as it has been nearly a year since
side down.
It has the effect of she had been out before. She is a busy
woman and the days are passed indus
bringing in the coin.”
triously in her home.
Let us not forget, in the happin
Mr. and Mrs. Fremont Scamman
ess of the presence of friends and were in Weld Tuesday to attend the
¡many blessings showered upon us funeral of his sister, Mrs. Orletus Phil
Thanksgiving day, to remember with lips, who died at the hospital in Lewisa prayer those less fortunate, whose t>n last Saturday. Mrs. Phillips went
loved ones are engaged in the ter there for a surgical operation. Her
rible battles which are causing so maiden name was Mary Scamman and
she was married in the early fall to Mr.
much sorrow and poverty.
Phillips. The remains were brought to
An important newspaper change her home in Weld and the funeral ser
took place recently when the Gard vices held on Tuesday afternoon.
G. B. Sedgeley is still confined to
ner Reported Journal, an afternoon
daily was sold by Ernest W. Morrell his home with a severe cold, not recov
to Ernest C. Bowler of Bethel who ering from it very rapidly.
E. H. Whitney, the druggist, was off
formerly owned a weekly paper in
duty from his store a few days last
Bethel.
The Reporter-Journal has been in week, afflicted with a bad cold.
Mrs. F. B. Sweetser of Farmington
the Morrill faultily for over 50 yeans,
Mr. Morrill’® father, H. K. Morrill, was in town Thursday of last week,
having published the paper for many the guest of her daughter, Mrs. G. B.
years.
We sincerely hope
Mr. Sedgeley.
Mrs. Walter Kennedy had another
Morrill is not to retire from newspaiper work iai Maine.
He is the severe cold following the one last week
efficient president of the Maine and has been quite ill this week, but is
Press Association.
We are glad to now some better.
Lucy, the little daughter of Mr. and
|weleome Mr. Bowler back again to
Mrs. Lionel Allen of Strong, has been
the ranks of the Maine newspapers.
Tide new owner is able, energetic quite ill for two weeks past with whoop“
and progressive and the Reporter- ing cough.
Mrs. Blanche Hood- and children of
Journal is certainly in good hands.
The paper has been enlarged from Livermore Falls were the guests of her
four pages to eight and is full o.f father, Mr. M, A. Hood a few days
last week.
readable matter.
Mrs. Dora Granger is the guest of
Other newspaper changes in Maine
have taken place, the Boothbay Reg her sister, Mrs. M. A. Hood for a few
ister having been purchased by Benj. days. She has been employed at house
Kelley, a former Boothbay
Harbor work in a family of two, the same
boy, who for several years has been ptece she has been for some time past.
connected with a Connecticut paper. \ Dr. E. C. Higgins was called to
Also the Ashland Gazette which j Vose’s camp on Tuesday to attend one
lias been under tl.'e firm name of of the woodsmen who had cut his foot.
Mr. Elbridge Dill has been quite ill
Coburn & Coburn lias dissolved part
for the past ten days but is some bet
nership and the business will be
ter at the present time.
continued by F. R. Coburn,
who
Mrs. Fannie Record was quite ill for
hopes to receive the encouragement
a few days last week but is now some
and good patronage which the Gaz
what improved. Mrs. Mary Gleason
ette lias enjoyed in all the years was with her for a few davs.
past.
Mrs. Carl Beedy was in Portland last
week, called there by her father, who
E L M W O O D H O T E L A R R IV A L S
was to have a finger amputated. He
has been having quite serious trouble
The arrivals at the Elmwood for
with his hand for some time. She re
the past few days are:
P. H. Ham
turned home Monday night.
mett, F. W. Wilber, E. W. Bibber,
Miss Olive Ross who was operated on
Portland; Dr. C. W. Bell, Dr. W. S.
Lovejoy, Streng; H. A. Look, Kemme- for appendicitis at Dr. A. M. Ross's
bago; C. L. Young, R. A. Scannen, private hospital in Rangeley last weok,
C. R. Barker, H. T. Lowell, E. P. |has got along finely and is expected
home Thursday of this week.
Code, Lewiston; W. C. Humphrey, H. I
We understand this morning that
G. Jordan, E. G. Daland, L.
D. !
Howard Ross is to go to Rangeley to
Scales, N. N. Davis, Boston; W. E. !
Dr. A. M. Ross’s for an operation for
Newell, Berlin, N. H.; C. C. Files, Iappendicitis today.
S. L. King, R. F. Stevens, Boston;
A pleasant evening was that at the
L. Zeller. West Norwalk, Ct.;
H. Parish House last Monday when the
Bozartli, Paul H. Garvin, Boston; semi-monthly social was held with
Misses Kathleen Noble and Wilhelmina
Skolfield,
the hostesses. Various
STATEMENT OF THE
Thanksgiving games were enjoyed,
with a few charades closing the even
OWNERSHIP, MANAGEMENT
ing. Popcorn and apples were served.
CIRCULATION, ETC.
Tuesday afternoon Mrs Everett P.
of Maine Woods local edition, published weekly Knapp, underwent an operation for ap
24 *i912iPS’ Maine’ require<1 by the act o f August pendicitis at her home, the surgeons
Editor, L. B. Brackett, Phillips, Maine; busi
being Drs. C. W. Bell and E. C. Hig
ness manager, D. F. Field. Publishers, J. W.
gins. The operation was successful
Brackett Company.
Stockholders holding 1 per cent or more o f
total amount o f stock, L. B. Brackett. M. E. and we are pleased to state this morn
Brackett. J. Scott Brackett. D. F. Field, Phillips. ing that the patient passed as comfort
Known bondholders, mortgagees, and other
security holders, holding 1 per cent or more o f able a night as could be expected.
the tetri i mou .it o f bonds, mortgages or other Miss Chaplain from the Central Maine
securities, none.
D. F. FIELD, Business Manager
General hospital Lewiston, is the nurse
Sworn to and suscribed before me this 1st day
in
attendance and Mrs. Elizabeth Blaisof October, 1914.
dell is the housekeeper.
(seal)
CONY M. HOYT, Justice of the Peace.

Phillips, Maine
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The Reed school closed Friday for
one week’s vacation.
Miss Alice Hood, who is waitress at
the Elmwood, is spending a short va
cation with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
George Hood.
Vinton Hough who is attending busi
ness college in Waterville will spend
Thanksgiving at his home in Phillips.
Miss Myrtle Everett, a student at
Colby will accompany him.
The big live turkey in the window at
George Bean’s is auracting lots of at
tention. Old Turk paces back and
forth and seems perfectly contented
and does not attempt to fly out al
though there is nothing to prevent his
doing so. Tonight will decide who will
have him for a Thanksgiving feast.
Mrs. Mary Soule of Augusta and
Mrs. Rany Josselyn Rogers of Portland
will leave the latter part of this week
for St. Petersburg, Fla., where they
will spend the winter.
M E TH O D IS T

E P IS C O P A L C H U R C H .

Bessie F. CroweliL, pastor.
Sunday, Nov 29.—Morning wor
ship 10.45.
Sunday school 12. Jun
ior League 3.
Epworth League 7.
Subject, “ Builders of
Methodism.”
Leader, Mrs. Raymond Ross. Prayer
anti praise service, 7.30.
Thursday, Dec. 3.— Mid week pray
er meeting 7.30.
O B ITU A R Y -

M R S. S A R A H E. E L L S W O R T H

Mrs. Sarah E„ wife of Fred A.
Ellsworth passed away Sunday even
ing, Nov. 15.
Mrs. Ellsworth
had
been an invalid for a number of
years, having suffered several shocks
and since December 8, 1912 has been
unable to speak.
The last
three
months she had been confined to her
bed.
During her illness she lias
been tenderly cared for by
her
husband who, with a large circle of
friends will mourn her Los®.
She was a member of Hope Rebekath Ix>dge; also of the
North
Fran k Lin Gran ge.
The funeral was held from
her
late home on Wednesday, November
18, at 1 p. m., Rev. M. S. Hutchins
conducting the service®.
The pall
bearers were J. E. Noble, J. A. Dun
ham, Chester Allen and Selden Keen.
The interment was in Riverside cem
etery.
The following is a list of flowers:
Pillow “ Asleep,” Fred
Ellsworth;
bouquet of daybreak pinks, Mr. and
Mrs. Lee Ellsworth of
Meflrose,
Mass.; bouquet of daybreak pinks,
Hope Rebekah Lodge; wreath, North
Franklin Grange; white pinks, Mr.
and Mrs. J. E. Noble, Mrs. Lucinda
Butterfield; white pinks, Mr. and
Mrs. J. A. Dunham; white pinks, Mr.
and Mrs. S. Whitney; white pinks,
Mr. and
Mrs. N. T. Toothaker;
white pinks, Mr. and Mrs. Chester
Allen; white pinks, Mr. and Mrs.
L. G. Voter, Miss Dallas Voter; cut
flowers; Mr. and Mrs. Lucian Wairren; white pinks, Mis® Mary New
man, Mrs. Abbie Newman.
Relatives from out of town who at
tended the funeral were Mr.
and
Mrs. Lee Ellsworth,of
Melrose,
Mass.; Mr. and Mrs. Fhiilanda Libby
of Berwick, Me., uncle and aunt
of Mrs. EDlsworth and a con sin,
Mr. Elmer E. Libby, Dover, N. H.

THE PRINCE ON
HOMEWARD TRIP
The Prince Ferdinand de Bourbon
Orleans and retinue, who have been
at West Carry Pond Gamps nearly
two weeks left Kilngfield by spec
ial train over the Sandy River &
Rangeley Lakes railroad Tuesday of
this week and will have a sleeper
through to New York.
We understand that he secured
two deer and one bear while in the
Maine woods.
It was stated wiliile here that lue
was to engage in the war very soon
after hie arrival! in New York.
Quite a bit of talk has been go
ing the rounds that lie was inter
ested im a. wireless more than in
the hunting, but those who are in
a position to be pretty well informed
on the subject, say there is nothing
in this rumor.

THE CONTEST
ENTERTAINMENT
Superintendents Chosen For The
W. C. T. U.
(Special Correspondence)

Mrs.
Horace
Potter and little
daughter Alice have been at Madrid
this week visiting her husband, who
is working for O. M. Vcse lumbering,
Mrs. Lucy Brown is keeping house
for Mrs. Potter during her absence.
Mrs. Lucy Brown expects to have
rooms and keep house in. the J. M.
Doibier house.
H. G. Winter, Harold Boynton,
Hersched Boyntcn, Will Stanley and
Eugene Perry were at Black Nubble
hunting last week.
Mrs. Francis Mitchell expects to
return to her home in Lowell, Mass.,
tpis week.
She has pas<sed the sum
mer here with her father, Stephen
Pullen.
She will be accompanied by
Mrs. Newell Batclnelder.
James Hutchins of Leeds Junction
and son-in-law, Charles Elliott of
Danvers, Mass., were guests of E. E.
Jenkins and H. G. Winter several
days last week.
Mr. Hutchins was
born and brought up on the John
Green farm in Lexington.
B. P. Steven® moved to bis house
in the village, Friday.
They have
been living on his farm for several
months.
Earland Winter has been confined
to the bouse for several days with
illness.
Simeon Vance got a fine 8-point
buck up river, Friday. D. H. Cush
man shot a deer on tine North New
Portland road Wednesday night.
Mrs. Charles Jackson of Jackman
was called to Kilngfield, Friday night,
by the death of her father, H. H.
Cross.
Earl Wing is at home.
It was mentioned in last
week’s
Maine Woods that “ Tag Day” would
be observed in Kingfheld, in response
to the appeal cf the Red ('roes
Cross society and last Saturday was
the day selected.
$48.00 was real
ized from the same, and we think
this a goodly amount to raise.
There were Thanksgiving sermons
at the churches last Sunday.
At
the Universalis! church a sermon on
Thanksgiving 100 years ago was en
joyed.

Kilngfield, Nov. 24.—At the regular
monthly meeting of the W. C. T.
U. h.eld at the to n e of Mrs. E. E.
Jenkins, Thursday afternoon, Nov.
19, the following superintendents,
were chosen:
Flowers, Mrs. E,ffie
Hutchins; Scientific Temperance In
struction, Mrs. Iniiogeaie Norton; Lit
erature, Mrs. Augusta Parker; Press
Correspondent, Rev. Anna P. Bailey;
Sabbath Observance,
Mrs.
Jane
Davidson; Mothers’ Meetings, Mrs.
Erma Winter.
Mrs. Josephine Jen
kins was chosen agent for Union
Signal.
The next meeting will be
held with Mrs. H. G. Winter, Dec.
31.
Mrs. J. E. Voter, Mrs. Florrie
Simmons and Mrs. Augusta Parker
were appointed a committee to see
that practical Thanksgiving cheer is
sent wihere it is needed and will be
most appreciated.
At any of the
regular meetings the members o f
the W. C. T. U. will be glad to as
sist busy mothers in necessary sew
ing for their little children.
Bernard Adelbert Doyle and Miss
Emmie Helena Potter were married
Wednesday evening at 8 o ’clock by
O. C. Doibier, esq., at the home of
the bride’s grandmother, Mrs. Emily
Tufts.
The guests included
tbe
members ctf- the immediate family
and were Charles Watson and fam
ily, Bert Doibier and family, Isaac
Durr ell and family, Roland
Tufts
and family, Harry Tufts and fam
ily, Roscoe Tufts.
The bride was
prettily gowned in white.
Follow
ing the ceremony assorted cake and
coffee was served, while the bride
groom passed cigars.
The bride
is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Potter of Pawtucket, R. I.,
CARD OF TH A N K S
and lias made her home for a year
with her grandmother in thus town
We wish to thank our friends for the
where she has many friends.
The
many kindnesses shown us in our re
groom is the sen of Mrs. J. A. Jackcent sorrow and for the floral tributes
son of this town and lias
alw'ays
sent.
resided here.
The young
couple
Mr. Fred Ellsworth.
i ave the best wishes
of
their
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Ellsworth.
many friends in tits vicinity. They
will reside here for the present.
Twenty-five members were present
Dally T hought.
It is not what we read, but what we
at the meeting of the Pythian Sis
ters Wednesday evening.
A lunch , remember that makes us learned. It
cf sandwiches and coffee was serv-1 is not what we intend, but what we
do that makes us useful. It is not a
ea by Mrs. Blanche Small, Mrs. Rox- few- faint wishes, but a lifelong strug
ie Merchant and Mrs. Vesta D oibier.; gle that makes us valiant.—Henry
Tbe contest entertainment of Car- > Ward Beecher.
rabasset Rebekah Lodge which w a s1
held at Eldridges hall, Thursday
evening, Nov. 19, was a pleasing af
fair and was attended by seventy-1
fiv. people, including Rebekah® and
their families and Odd Fellows and |
their families.
Games were play
ed.
A contest which attracted spec
ial attention was the penny contest.
A quart fruit jar was filled with pen
nies belonging to Sybil Landers*, the
Y o u c a n b u y all k in d s of
object being to guess the num
ber and total
weight.
Prank | c lo t h e s a t a m e d i u m price.
Weymouth won the prize, a doll, | B u t y o u c a n b u y o n l y one
by guessing 1200 pennies and 9 1
pounds.
There were 1244, and the j su it o n w h i c h n e a r ly 4 0 0 0
weight was 9% pounds.
This was! w o r k m e n s p e c ia liz e .
followed by a picture gallery of the
T h a t ’ s t h e r e a s o n the
local lodge members taken
when
children or a number of years ago. p r i c e is o n l y $ 1 7 a n d the
Mr'. Della Savage guessed the great
q u a lit y is
£ind.
est number and won tbe prize of a
moose-head pin tray. Sewall Land
T hey are
er won the prize in the game of
pinning the tails to -the
donkey.
A. E. Savage as auctioneer then sold
<£17
at. auction a table of mystery pack
ages.
Miss Nyra Doibier gave a
recitation, Parody o f the 23rd Psalm
“The same price tbe.world avaZ
as applied to the Ford
automobile,
known
the country over. You
which was very amusing. Refresh
can’ t buy them at any other
ments of grapes bonbons,
fudge,
penuohe, corn cakes and pop corn
store. W e have suits and over
were served.
coats in all the leading styles.
Mrs. R. L. Kimball
entertained
two tables at whist last Wednesday
G e tth e S T Y L E P L U S
evening.
Refreshments of ice cream
h
a
b it . D r e s s w e l l at a me
and fancy wafers were served.
d
iu
m p r ic e .
G. R. Crocker and wife were at
Skowliegan, Wednesday and Thurs
E v ery ga rm en t
day, to visit his parents, Mr. and
g
u
a ra n teed .
Mrs. Flavilla Crocker.
They were
called there by tine illness of his
mother.
Miss Fannie Brack ley of Freeman
is working for Mrs. Herbert Walker.
Miss Biina. Butler returned borne
to New Portland, Wednesday. She
has been, working for Mrs, C. F.
French for several weeks.

the better

S ty le p lu s
C lo th e s

M A IN E

CLASSIFIED
ftent * word in advance. No headMne or
,tber diBplay. Suhjecta in a. b. c. order_________

pOR SALE—Edison Dictating
jljjne. In first clase condition,
jatte at Maine Woods office.

ma
la-

POR SALE—Village
stands
for
nie In Phillips. Inquire of J. Blaine

Temple—Eliza E. Gray- to Joshua
Gray, $1 val. con., war.
Alimon C.
Day of Turner to Wallace E. Day of
Livermore, $1 val. eon., war. W'illlis
W. Waite of Dixfield to L. M. Baker
of Weld, $1 val. com., war.
Joseph
A. Tilton to Victor B. Hamlin, land,
$1 val. con. (war.); Victor B. Ham
lin to Fred C. Mosher, Land, $1 val.
con. (war.); Eliza E. Gray to Jash.ua
Gray, land and buildings, $1 val. >con.
(war.)

WOODS,

PH ILLIP S,

MAIN E, NOVEMBER 19, 1914,

WEST FARMINGTON

1lats With 11/lue1 Distinction

Nov. 22.
We had a fine snow storm last week.
There was preaching at the Free
Baptist church last Sabbath.
Some of our farmers have sold their
apples for $1.50 per barrel, while others
are holding them for $2.00 which they
think they will soon be worth.
Nellie Doane, a bright little girl of
11 years, died in Temple of typhoid
fever last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Butler enter
tained the Ketchup Club at their cozy
home last Tuesday evening.
Mrs. Harry Lisherness of Strong has
been spending a few days in town.
The Village Improvement Society
gave a baked bean supper at their hall
with plenty of good things to eat.

gorrison.

Madrid—Andrew Keen to W. J.
Wright, land, $1 val. con. (war.);
POR SALE—Large male turkey, fif William J. Wright to
Nathan D.
teen months old.
Write, Box
5, Wing, land, $1 val. con. (war.); Edith
Salem, Maine.
A. Stowell to Pearl E. Smith, land,
$1 val. con. (quit).
POR SALE BEEF, by the side or
New Vineyard— Kate L. Luce to
Etta S. Turner, land, $1 val. con.
quarter. B. F. Beal, Phillips.
(war.)
A. C. Brown et al. to Cora
FOR SALE —A good work horse and Herrington, .land, $1 val. eon. (war.)
j good ateigli.
Inquire of F. H. Amanda S. Smith to Frank W. Park
er, $1 val con., war.; Frank W. Park
Thorp«, East Madrid.
er to James Melvin, $1 val.
con.,
G.
RANTED—Man owning
horse to war.; Cora Herrington to Ezra
(jriTe Grand Union Tea cart through Luce, $1 val. con., war.; Ellen M.
Phillips, Strong, KingfieJd and sur Furbish to Fred 0. Smith, $1 val.
John A. Staples to Fred
rounding towns.
Address Grand con., war.
O. Smith, land, $1 val. con. (qu it);
fiion Tea Co., Lewiston, Maine.
Grrin S. Turner to Cora E. Kennedy,
RANTED—Colt or good young horse, land and buildings, $1 val. con.
work and drive. Weight about 1200 (war.)
pounds. Telephone 27-7, J. H. Welts,
RangeLey—Town of Rangeley to
Phillips.
Vera G. Pilllshury, oemeterv let, $15
con. (cem .); Dennis L. Nile to WalREAL E S T A T E T R A N S F E R S
____
ter A. Brackett, land and buildiitgs,
'
I $1 val. con. (war.)
Rolda V. Tooth Iaker of Rangeley to W. A. Garriiguies,
Recent Records at the Office of the ; $1 val. con.,
war.; same to same,
Reaister of Deeds.
I?1
val- <*>n- Quit-1 Town of Range- A NY one of the three examples of
i ley to Verm G. Pilillshurv, $15 con. ** dne bats which are shown here is
-----------cem .;Dennis L. Nike to Walter A.
a
WeW—Caleb Seaman et als. to Brackett. $1 war. Charles B Harris ¿ ¡ T
' n “ lllmery t«™ l° lo° k twlcc
, . ...
,
i
’ v
xiaaiJK> at it. Hats are as numerous as roses
Hard> Seaman, and $
^a .
ton. |ft Reuben W. Wilber, $1 val. con., and the pretty ones inspire an admiraquk); R. E. Snowman et ale,
to war.; Town of Rangeley to Rosa E. j tion as frank and untiring as that
John E. Hutchinson, Land, $1
val. , Campbell, $5con., war.
Ida M. Mor- given to the flowers. Here are three
.on, (quit).
L. M. Newman toClias. ton to David E. HinkLey, $400, quit.;! totally dissimilar, each vying with
B and Clara Master-man, $1 val, con. Rangeley Motor Beat Club, certifl- the others< as anexample
ofexcelA.^
•
1On AO I *\ 4-InAw>i I1i Awn *
,v
<-*11
war.; s&nve to same, $1 val.
con. cate of organization;
......................
Ernest
L. lence. in the milliners’ art, and all
Gerry A. Proctor of Bangeley j w ells of Waltham, to Helen L. Wells! f L a,bov" thf
ln polnt ° ' dis'
«0 Carroll E. Proctor of Weld,
$1 of Waltham, $1 val. con., war.; W. B.| The largest of the three has a
wk con., quit.^ Mabel R. Decker oi \\ adsworth of Plainfield, N. J., t o ' rather small crown with soft top,
k\eld to D. W. Berry of Carthage,; Eugene I. Herrick and Willie D. garnished with a ribbon band, which
}I val. con., war.; Lucinda Wing of Quiimby of Rangeley, $1 val. con .,! terminates in a small flat bow at the
Madrid, Hannah E. Bmker of Wedd, j quit.; Fred W. Soule of
Salem to side- The brim is wonderfully graceBenjamin B. W^ing of New Hampshire11 Nelson S. Hinds of Turner, $1 val.
curving upward slightly and
Abner T. Wing and Raymond Wing i ¿on., quit.;
Nelscn S. Hinds o i I widening at the left side.
It Is a
of Boston to Isaac H. Buker of Weld, Turner to Albert Haley of Rangeley, shape better suited to mature women
than to the youthful wearer on whom
|1 val. con., quit.
R. E. Snowman 31 val. con., war.
it Is pictured.
of Weld, Dora Noyes of Hancock,
The two-toned,
Kingfield—Benjamin M. Lander cf
: ■ long, upstanding
Mass., and Cora B. Hutchinson of p reeman to Orrin W. Simmons of P,UTOe of ostrich at the front is ?alWeLd to John E. Hutchinson of Weld, Kingfield val con
war • Florence cuJated to make one wonder at the
Jlval. con., quit.
Belle E. Phillips F Simnu>ns to Q ^ Simmon®, val. dexterity °f the dyers and rejoice at
,
_
, . ,,
the discrimination of the trimmer who
to L. D. Newman, land, $1 val. con.
con., war.
01,« t a n B. Hutchins, ^ag use(j jt so effectively.
• Jr., to Elizabeth H. Baker, real esA small and what we call a
Avon WilMam B. Carson of Avon ta,t e; $1 vaL con. (quit; Lillian v
to Minot M. 1- lagg of Dallas, $1 val. g rooks by admr to Lydia L. Durrell,
$1 val. ccin. (quit); Charles W. Bell
con., war. „ George B. Nye of Avon land> $900 ^
(adm,r }
!
et
alis. to Justin E. McLeary, and,
to Ernest S. Kingsfey and Earl L.
Sandy River
Plantation-Frank
kmgsley of Strong, $1 val.
con.. 0akes et a]& to Leon E. Oakes et j $1 val. cvn. (war.); Philip D. Stubbs
to Justin E. McLeary, land $1 val.
war. Warren V. Larrabee to Amanda al., land, $1 val. con., (quit).
Orr'm
to
M Edward*-, land, $1 val. con. (war.) |Pray of PM1Iips to George H M oores!"011'. (quit).
„ „ . .Herbert .E. 41Arnold
vnl rnn
Phillips- Wesley J. Kempten
to of
gandy
Rlver
pn
>
?1 vaL
c
o
n
Susan
E.
Hubbard,
land,
*1
\al.
con.
of Sandy River Pit., $1 val.
con.,
Aaron B. Mull, $1 v l . ccn. war. ■quR
(war.)
Jesse A. PhiJiips to Dana
E. Gray, $1 vaj. con., war.; HenriH. Tozie.r to Gr.as. Hutchins, $1
Freeman—Arthur E. Furbish to
I etta M. Given of Oklahoma O ty .
mLcon., war.
Amanda M. Edwards Lewis F. Brackley, land, $1 val. con.
! Ada Wheelock of Waterville and Seth
to Leslie E. Thompson, et al., land, (War (
II val. con. (war.);
J. W. Carlton
Wilton—Fred
F Rancer
tn
Delia
M' Carter of Auburn to CongregatWilton—Fred
Ranger to
to Delia,
Delia ionaJ(
to Charles R Savaae land $1 val
'
I red IF.
. Ranger
Society ^ strong, $1 val. ccn.,
io onariefe B. savage, lanci,
vai. g Lamb, land and buildings, $1 val. !
coo. (war.); Charles B. Saage t°lco n . (war.); Bmeline C. Eustis to <iU
Audrey A. Savage, land, $1 val. oon. Leander W. Knowles, land and build■— --------------------------(war.);
Phillips Savings Bank t o |kg8( ?1 v,al can (war ); G H pass
Ahbie M. Warren, land, $750 eon. & Co to m m i Riohard,s. land; $1
(Wit); Theresa L. Wood to Rinaldo vak con (War.); Edith Richards to
Nov. 24.
R. Harden, real Estate, $1 val. c o n .'R c ^ llerj liand| 31 va,i. con. ( War.)
A deap snow fell last week.
(war.) Milton J. Stinchfield to Carl
,Strong—Richard H. Stubbs et als.
School did not keep Friday because
H. Grover, $1 val. con., war.,
Fred
Philip D. Stubbs, land and buildof the snow.
W. Soule of Salem to Joel W. Oarl- jngS( 3^ val. con. (quit.); Robert G.
Mrs. Reuben Ross is visiting friends
iott of Phillips, $1 val. con.,
war.> stuhbs to Richard H. Stubbs et al®.,
and relatives in Phillips.
William B. Smith cf Phillips to Fred |rea, estate> $1 v,aL C0(n_
A,n.
Stella Getchell spent the week-end
con., nie S. Bell et a-li. to Phillip D. Stubbs,
W. Soule of Salem, $1 vail,
with the Misses Thomas at Redington.
war.
real estate, $1 val. oon. (quit.);
Minot Flagg is loading pop.ar pulp at
Philip D. Stubbs to Robert G. Stubbs, the Enamel siding.
real estate, $1 vah oon. (quit). Phil- j S. A. Getchell went to Peru Saturday
i j D. Stubbs to Anniie S. Bell, $1 vail to hire men and bring back horses for
con., quit.; John Henry Ramsdell to j the winter’s work.
George W. and Nellie E. Webster, $1
T. E Willett is in Auburn to spend a
val. con., war.; Nathan E. WLLln® of few weeks with his family.
FOR
Albert Dunton spent Sunday in
Strong to Flora A. W'liLM® of West
GUNS A ND
Medford, $600, quit.; Nellie E. Web Rangeley with his family.
FISH-RODS
Several hunters from Phillips are
ster to John Henry Ramsdell and C.
W illiam F . N y e is the great
They
May RamadaH, $1 val. con., war. Her stopping at the Enamel Mill.
est authority on refined oils in the
bert E. Arnold of Kansa-s City to secured an eight point buck Monday.
Mr. Leon Marr of Farmington was at
Susan E. Hubbard of Winslow, $1
world. He was the first bottler; has
True’s camp last week.
val.
con.,
war.
Richard
H.
Stuibhs
the largest business and N Y O I L
ov Augusta, Robert B. Stubbs, . An
is the best oil he has ever made.
Ben Bolt
nie S. Bell and Julia A. G. Stubbs
The popular song called “ Ben Bolt”
N Y O IL
of Strong to Philip D. Stubbs of
Strong, $1 val. con., quit.; Robert G. was not v/ritten by an Englishman.
HAS N O E Q U A L .
Its author was Thomas Dunn Eng
Stubbs
of Strong to Philip I). Stubbs lish, thoroughgoing American, whose
Beware of scented mixtures called
oil. Use NYOIL on everything
and Robert G. Stubbs of Strong and home latterly was in New Jersey. Eng
where a light oil is needed. It pre
Richard G. Stubbs of Augusta, $1 lish was born in Philadelphia in 1819,
vents rust and gives perfect lubrica
val. ccn., quit.; Annie S. Bell and and was by profession a lawyer. He
tion.
Julia A. G. Stubbs of Strong to represented the Sixth congressional
Sportsmen, use it liberally on
your firearms and your rod. You will
Philip D. Stubb® and Robertt G. district of New Jersey in the Fiftyfind it by far the best. Hardware and
Stubbs cf Strong and Richard
H. second and Fifty-third congressessporting goods dealers sell it in large
Stubbs of Augusta, $1 val.
con.,
bottles (cheaper to buy) at 25 c. and
in trial sizes at 10 c. Made by
quit.; Philip D. Stubbs to Robert G.
New Material for Lead Pencils.
Stubbs, $1 val. con., quit. Emma S.
Juniper ^from the Indian reserva
W M . F. N Y E ,
Peterson to Phillip D. Stubbs et al., tions of New Mexico and Arizona may
New Bedford, M a u .
land, $1 val. con. (quit); Emma S. prove an excellent source of material
Peterson to Philip D. Stubbs, land, for lead pencils.

DALLAS

MILE SQUARE
Nov. 23.
Miss Gertrude Dunham is attending
school and boarding with Mrs. Bonney
Webber.
Mrs. Alice Ellsworth and two chil
dren, Evelyn and Earle of Malden,
Mass., are visiting at Fred Ellsworth’s.
Mrs. J. M. Worthley and Miss
Geòrgie Mitchell of Phillips visited at
H. W. Worthley’ s Sunday.
Nelson Sweatt has moved his family
to Phillips.
L. B. Kinney and George Dunham
who are working on the hay press for
B. F. Beal of Phillips were home over
“Frenchy” shape, is a picturesque and
Sunday.
dressy model, combining a narrow
brim
and observer
crown ofof silver
“ rt of
to velvet
make the
lace over a vivid satin. The brimT H E TW IL IG H T SLEEP M ETHO D
rolls up at the left and droops decid
edly at the right side, where an in
dentation breaks Its line and adds to
“ Twilight Sleep,’’ by Dr.
Henry
its becomingness. It Is trimmed with Smith Williams, was published last
a single metallic rose and finished week by Harper & Brothers.
This
with a long tie of handsome moire’ account of the new discoveries which
ribbon. This is mounted to the brim
are making possible painless child
at the left under an odd and pretty
birth
is written in sample language
bow.
so that any one can understand it,
The curious shape of the third
and with all' the precision and author
model catches one’s attention. It is
a beautifully made hat with crown ity that Dr. WiLLiiams’s name implies.
that has a sharp slope upward from The method as' practised at Freiberg
His object
right to left. The velvet covering is is explained in detail.
laid on smo<5thly and piped with is not to tell fully of this new met
satin, and satin is used for the fac hod, but to emphasize the desirabil
ing.
ity of investigating it and of search
The shape serves as a background ing for a better method if such can
upon which a splendid bow of rich be found.
He deals1 with the Frei
moire ribbon is mounted. The rib berg method as it affects the mother
bon is wired at the edges and the and as it affects the child, points
bow reveals how much of an art it is out the defects of this treatment and
to convert a straight length of mate
suggests that hypnotic
suggestion
rial into a trimming of such expres
may
play
a
part
in
its
success.
sion.
E N TE R TA IN M E N T
AT
SCHOOL.

REED

LIVE DEER FOR SALE

We have several fine specimens of
young native deer which we offer for
.^ale at $25 each, delivered to express
An entertainment and box supper company.
was g iven at the Reed school, Thurs
Address Inquiries to
day, November 19.
A very good
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries
and Game,
attendance was present considering
Augusta,
Maine
the very stormy night. The boxes
were sold at auction by Norman Galden, most of them s'ellling for 50
cents and one selling for 67 cents.
Mount Your Own Heads
DEER HEADS & NECK FORMS
The proceeds are to be used for an
Old Skulls of any animal fitted
organ and the school hopes soon to
up with waxed moulh and tongue
be able to purchase one. The fol
Send for our Illustrated Catalogue
lowing program was given:
PAPIER M A C H E SPEC
March
IALTIES CO.,Reading, Mich.
Musiq-—Plummer’s orchestra
Recitation,
George Meridith
Dialogue, “The Questioner,”
Alive, unhurt, all kinds, old or young. Also
Nellie Lawrence and Harry
mink, marten and fisher. Will handle above
named animals at all times o f year. _ Write or
Calden
wire wl at you have to offer, stating lowest
Recitation,
Wilrnot Meridith price. Fur farmers wanting stock should write
me for prices and information before buying.
Music, Austin Plummer and Nellie
M. F. STEVENS.
Dover. Maine
Lawrence
Tel. 64.15
Recitation,
Reynold Rubier
Music,
School WE GUARANTEE TO INCREASE
Exercise, “ Faftners,”
Rial Rubier, YOUR CATCH GF RAW FURS IF
OUR BAITS ARE USED. With each
Leo Calden and Reynold Bubier
bottle we give a written guarantee,
Recitation,
Ralph Calden and'if not satisfied your money will be
Recitation,
Myrtice McKenney returned. We must please you or lose
money.
Dialogue, “Railway Scene,” Arlen
5000 BOTTLES HAVE ALREADY
McKenney, Glen don Dill, Harry
BEl N SOLD AND NOT ONE TRAP
Calden, Nancy Doyen and Cecil
PER HAS ASKED FOR HIS MONEY
Calden
BACK.
________
Exercise,
Primary class
ANIMAL ATTRACTOR
Music, Aristtoe and Lucille
will lure all flesh eating animals such as
the raccoon, mink, skunk, cive+, erm
Plummer
Recitation,
Nancy Doyen ine, wolf, fox, lynx, opossum, martin,
etc. Price (100-150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
Dialogue, “ Good Bye,” Nellie
MUSKRAT ATTRACTOR
Lawrence and Aristlne
For luring muskrats only. Price (100Plummer
150 sets) $1.00 postpaid.
Recitation,
Lucille Plummer
BEAVER ATTRACTOR
Music,
seven girl® For luring beaver only. Price (100-150
Recitation,
Nancy Doyen sets) $1.00 postpaid.
TRAIL SCENT
Song,
Ralph and Abbie
Calden
Recitation,
Myrtan Lawrence For making trails to and from sets.
Very powerful odor. Economical to
Dialogue, “A Slight Misunder
use. Price $1.00 postpaid.
standing,” Herbert Gallden and 3 Bottles $2.50
6 Bottles $5.00
A ris tine Plummer
DON’T WASTE YOUR TIME AND
Recitation,
Lea Calden
MONEY WITH BAITS THAT MAY
Music,
Plummer’s orchestra OR MAY NOT BE GOOD. USE AT
TRACTORS AND BE SURE OF RESU LTS-A N INCREASED CATCH.

PapierMacheHead Forms

FOXES W A N TED

Daily

O ptim istic

Thought.

A small sorrow distracts, a great
JQ8 makes us collected.

Animal Attractor Company,
Stanwood, Iowa, Box M.

MAINE

WOODS,
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were running slmootihljy here and a-1 adjoining to lie used as a game farm
broad and the transmission of money j on which game birds will be propa.
across thie Atlantic was safe and ex-¡gated.
After a start is made it-win
pedi-tious, there was approximately not be nec-eslsary for the comitnissloii.
$43,000,000 of postal sla/vin.gs standing ers to buy birds to stock the county,
The Little Spokane hatchery ,hae a
t|0 the credit of about 388,000 depos
itors.
Since then over $10,000,000 capacity of from 3,000,000 to 4,000,000
The Spokane county
of deposits have been added and* the fry annualfly.
number of depositors has increased game commissioners plan, to operate
enormously. This unprecedented gain the hatcheffy at its'’ fmill ea-pacity. iD
is the more striking when it is con addition Spokane county will get it8
They came in groups of two, of
sidered that the net gain in the last share of fish from the Ndtatorium
From birch poles!
JEFFERSON, N. H., Nov.
18 — four, of a dozen.
three months is larger than the gain park state hatchery.
The most picturesque Thanksgiving on their shoulders hung quarters of
“ Spokane county has the most ener
for the entire fiscal year 1914. Scores
dinner in 'the world was ¡held in the deer, strings of partridgesi, rabbits,
of offices have dloi.e more poatqhsav- getic game commission in the state,"
Two men, Cap
picturesque ¡mountain village of Jef- ducks and pickerel.
“It has'
done
ings business since the war luas been said Mr. Darwin.
tain Munce and Henry Stillman (the
fersbn Hill to-niigh’t.
going on than was1 done by them dur more toward stocking the streams
Thie guns of 150 farmer-.h,uniters are latter aged 70), staggered along unde
ing the previous existence
of the and fields with fislh and game than
silent aifter a war of two weeks a- the weight o f a bear dangling from
service.
The increases are con any other commission .in the state.
gainst tllie beaslts and birds of the a pole.
fined to no special localities,
but Seventy-three per cent of all the fry
mountain forests, and as a reslult
have been feflt in every niook
and given by the state came to the east
C O U N T S 25 D E E R
the whole countryside—men, women
corner of the country.
New York ern Washington counties this year,
O N E MAN D I D C O O K I N G
and children.—participated in
an
City alone made a gain in Septem and Spokane county received 25 per
Others carried burlap bags of rabevent which, is the only one of its
while cent of the Eaist side allotment.”
This one man, with, the help of ber of more than a million,
Bill Eastman,
kind in the country’s history since bitsi and partridge®.
big
one clever woman, Miisls Ellen lnger- Brooklyn showed a relatively
the early colony day® of 1621 ,wihen. who counted no less than 500 auto som, did every hit of cooking for the increase.
Chicago reported a larger
Governor Bradford establ sihed a day mobiles going by the town hall one 800 men, women and children who gain in the past three months1 than
Four bears is the season’s hunting
day last summer, counted 25 d.eer
of Thanksgiving.
fo- the previous twelve months. More record’ up to the present for the F,
filled
Red
Men’s
Hall
to-night.
among those returning men.
Into
The guests began to arrive even than 7,000 new accounts were opened C. Robertsbn camp on an island in
the village they poured, where a
R E D M E N D ID I T
during the period, bringing the num Spirit lake, Idaho, 45 miles from Spo
good-sized crowd of women and men, this afternoon, and by 4 o’clock ber of depositors in that city up to
kane, according to Tom Hopper, vet
Every stable
In order that honor may be given children who had been allowed to scores were on hand.
over 21,000.
eran bear hunter of Spokane. Tie
in
the
centre
of
the
village
was
where honor is! due, let it be said sit up, were waiting to receive them.
largest, a black bear weighing 300
The
unexpected
increase
in
postalThe
that the whole affair was conceiv In front of Dick Eastman’s ¡house a crammed fuli' of horse flesh,.
pounds, was shot by Mr. Robinson at
savings
business
has
not
only
added
countless
carriages!
and
other
vehiced and carried out by the farmers score of carriages and horses which
greatly to the general administrativ a point deep in the woods, and was
filj.
|
les
all
about
Jefferson
Hill
lent
a
had
brought
the
slightseers
“
in
of the North country who make up
county fair touch to the landscape. duties of the system, hut has brought carried down to the lake for a dis
the personnel of the Misha Mokwa ed the unfenced front yard.
came up many new and interesting prob tance of three miles' in the BlackTribe of Red Men, No. 43, and they
“ What did you get, Bill?”
Did It was bitter cold and all
lems which have called for the care well logging flume. “ The small feet
bundled
up,
but
underneath
the
heavy
figured out their Thanksgiving Day you get a deer, Tom ?”
“ Oh, look
ful personal consideration of
Post of a big fat femafle bear cost the an:
wraps
were
pretty
dresises
made
for
according to the Beaver Moon.
at the hear!
Where did you land
master General Burleson and Gover mal her life,” relates Mr. Hopper
the
occasion,
and
new
black
suits.
They cried to the natives far and him, Henry?”
Post “ W e trailed her for over two days.
I ’ the hall the hunters/ of the night nor Dockery, Third Assistant
near to join with them in the fun,
The questions poured thick and fast
master General.
But their task has Her feet were so small that she ccaii
before
would
never
have
been
recog
and the natives came to Jefferson arid Bill and Tom and Henry and
been lightened somewhat
by the not climb or make a good escape
Hill to-night in everything from a the rest shouted back their answers nized.
promptness o f depository banks in The largest bear was shot near one
Members of the Red Men- order
two-wheeler to a hayrack.
with, regal pride.
furnishing additional security to meet of the camps of the Panhandle Lum
officiated as waiters and they serv
However, this story begins! two
But they were headed for the Red
ti e abnormal deposits.
A number ber company.
It would liave taken
ed a feast sluch as the best hotels
weeks back on a frosty
morning,
Men’s Hall, where the two teams,
of the very largest banks in the coun us a half day to carry it to camp,
of the big cities can never hope to
when 150 farmers, dressed like trap
before a judge, were going to count
lie
The tablesi
were heaped try which have heretofore declined to but we happened to think of
per si and with, guns on their should their game to see which team had boast.
qualify as' depositors for postal-sav flume and brought the carcass down
high with venison and bear steaks,
ers, left Jefferson Hill in the direc won.
ings funds, are now among the eager in a short time by water.”
partridge and rabbit pies, pickerel,
tion of the great mountain ranges
applicants for them.
The
men
of
Captain
Munce’s
com
roast ducks1 and stews.
And after
to the slouth. and west that rise like
pany
were
confident.
So
were
the
that was all over, there was an
mighty protecting walls over the val
men behind Captain Whittum. Into abundance of pies and ice cream.
Five hundred tons of garney trout
ley.
will be the total plant in the Spo
These mien were divided into two thé hall they went, with the crowd
first
kane river when the season of 1915
G RA ND IN C O H O N E E T H E R E
companies.
One was headed by following, and long after the
opens, according to A. J.
Buzard.
Captain B. C. Munce and the other hunters entered others continued to
fish commissioner for Spokane coun
Then the assembly prepared to lis
by Captain John Whittum.
They come.
ty.
A total of 1,000,000
rainbow
Excitement was getting high now. ten to an evening programme that
were out to beat each other— to kill
trout, 50,000 cut-throat trout and 40,the miost game in two weeks for the A bedlam of voices filled the hall. had been prepared by the excellent
000 Yellowstone Black Spot trout wli
big feast to be held in their own Under the dim light of a kerosene executive committee, under tli-e di
make up the plant for the river this
Red Men’si Hall, which they
them lamp that hung from the ceiling one rection of Dick Eastman.
saw an unusual. picture.
The two
year, and a new record will l>e es
selves had built.
There were many features on that
hunting armies were massed on both j programme, but the address of Fred
tablished for stocking a stream in
sides of the hall.
the state of Washington, if not for
N E W S S IF TS IN TO V IL L A G E
erick O. Downs of Boston, the grand
the entire United States. Word lias
incolionee of over half a
million
ED P A R K E R T H E J U D G E
been started toward placing the rain
Thus it was that goodly farmers’
Red Men, who had come all the way
If the plans o f the Spokane gam!
wives' ran the farms for two weeks,
to the North Country for this great and fish commislsion work out Spok bow trout into the river, and 300,000
Wihittum’s men were on the right est of Thanksgiving dinners, and the
between five and six inches in length
while they talked of nothing else to
fish
At the original song, “ Our Flag,” composed ane couuty will establish a
have been taken from the
rearing
their children but tine feast that and Munce’s on the left.
hatchery for its exclusive use, and
ponds near Marshall and placed k
was to come.
Occasionally during front of the hall, maslsed about the and sung by Dick Eastman, were the
in connection With it there will be a
the Spokane river.
“ The fish that
that time word would sift into the iron box stove, the townspeople stood big features.
game farm.
State Fish Commission
village that “ Henry Stillman had got and gazed down the lame o.f rough
At 9 o’clock dancing commenced er L. H. Darwin met this week with have been planted and are to be
a bear,’’ that “ Boyd Munce dropped ly garbed men to the judge— Ed with the Portland fancy, quadrille
planted will weigh just about
one
R. L. Ruttr of the Spokane Fish
about
a couple of deer,” and such news Parker by name—who was
pound apiece by next year when the
and Virginia reel and at midnight and Game association, State
Game
only made tire excitement the more ready to begin the count.
announcement was made that the Warden R. B. Wales and A. G. Gray, season opens,” states Mr. Buzard.
intense among the women and the
“ More than 1,000,000 will go into the
In front of each line of hunters dance would have full sway until
A. J. Buzard, A. F. Wieseman, mem
children at home.
the game was piled high.
tin morning sun peeped up over tine bers of the Spokane county game river, making a total of 1,000,000
At last the day came for the hunt
“And now we are ready,” began mountains to the Easit.
pounds in round numbers. Thus the
commission, and Dwight L. Anderson,
ers! to return.
It was last Monday Mr. Parker.
“ W e’ll start with Cap
fishermen will have 500 tons more
“ The biggest event in the history secretary.
The matter of having
night.
Where under ordinary cir tain Whittum’s team.”
of the North Country,” was
the the state turn over to Spokane coun trout to angle for next year than thie
cumstances at night time only lights
The fish will be planted at
The count was on—a count where opinion of all.
And that is the ty the state hatchery on the Littfie season.
can he sleen in Dick Eastman’s house rabbits counted sJo
many points' along the river and will
many points, story of the greatest Thanksgiving Spokane was taken up.
The state
and the village store on Jefferson ducks' so much,, deer so much, bear dinner in the world.—Paul Wai/tt in
be divided between the waters above
will abandon the Little
Spokane
Hill, tilings were decidedly differ s 0 much, partridges so much—the Boston Post.
and below the falls i,n the city of
hatchery as soon as the plant at NatSpokane.
With the plant that has
greatest total c,f points winning.
atorium park is constructed and will
been
and
is)
to be made, the Spo
For two hours the game was heap
PR ESS N O TIC E
have no further use for it.
For
kane river should *+>e the trout fish
ed before the judge and intermittent
this reason, Mr. Darwin wilOi recom
ly Dick Eastman, town clerk, and
The war in Europe is proving a big mend that the hatchery together with, erman’s paradise of the west.
boss of Jefferson Hill, backed up boon to postal ' savings in this coun
the one and a quarter acres' of land
Judge Parker in lids contentions in try.
From the very day hostilities oi. which it is built, be turned over
T h e O n ly W e e k ly Sporting P u b li
spite of the fact "that 'he was a mem opened across the seas postal-savings to Spokane county.
cation In Maine!
T h a t is the Dllber of one of the hunting armies.
receipts began to increase by leaps
The Spokane county commission tin ct io n of Maine Woods which Is at
Contentions on the part of the and bounds and withdrawals fell off,
Spokane Y o u r Disposal for $1.00 a Year. Sub
judge were necessary.
In the heat a result quite contrary to the pre will take up through the
scribe Now.
county
members
of
the
legislature
of the battle Some over-zealous in dictions of many weffininformed per
the
matter
of
getting
a
bill
through
dividual attempted to slide into the sons who, in their imagination, saw
count the skin of a bear that was lines of feverish depositors whence the next session turning over the
If the land is
over a year old.
Then there was a they came before intrusted to Uncle old hatchery site.
secured
the
Spokane
county ‘.commis
Spirited session as to what was a Sam.
But the forecasters failed to
grebe and what was a duck.
reckon on the absolute confidence of sion wild purchase an acre o f land
the American citizen, regardless of
L. Decker & Son of Clinton, Maine,
NO P O I N T S FO R G R E B E
the flag that first met his! eyes, in miiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiimiiiiiimiiiiimiiniiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiji
write us this:
the ability and purpose of tlie Gov
Grebe didn’t count and there was ernment. to carry tout its obligations,
“ We commenced selling “ L. F”
much, cheering by the Whittum fac not only among the nations of the
Atwood’s Medicine In 1868.
There
tion when one of Captain Munce’ s eartill-, but with the humblest ciizen of | JUpdU
and you needn’t worry
are not many days when we do
“
ducks,”
which
was
a
grebe,
was
our
land.
about baking day. Bread?
not sell from one to three bottles."
434 Congress St.,
thrown out.
At the height of the
Always light, fine and white.
Two important results have follow
Cakes and pies? Biscuit?
|
PORTLAND,
MAINE
|
contest, when excitement was at ed; thousands of people, largely of
Clinton is NOT a big city.
It’«
The best you ever tasted!
fever heat, Henry Stillman’s hound, foreign birth, accustomed to send 1 Erected in 1911, and positively tlie only 1 only one of hundreds of places where
Besides, William Tell goes
Fireproof Hotel in the City
who, for an hour had been suspic their savings abroad, are now patrons
even a bigger demand exists all the
farthest — worth remem
| Elevator Service, Private and Pnblic 1
bering when living is so
ious. of the sniffling® of Ed. Park of our postal, savings system; and 1 Paths and every convenience for the com- i time.
high. Think of ail this,
er’s Airdale terrier, who
lingered enormous slums of actual cash have | fort of quests including
and instead of ordering
The reason?
“ L. F.” Atwood's
very close to the carcass of a deer, been released for commercial uses j HOT AND COLD RUNNING I
“ flour” order
Medicine,
for
over
60 years, has af
suddenly let out a growl and began among our own peopUe at a
time 1 WATER AND LOCAL AND
1
forded relief from stomach troubles,
to mix things urp.
For a few mo when the need for every available | LONG
DISTANCE TELE1
biliousness, constipation and liver
ments it was as pretty a dog fight dollar is pressing.
| PHONE IN EVERY ROOM 1
complaints.
as one would want to see. Dick East
The growth of postal savings! in | SPLENDID RESTAURANT CONNECTED 1
man restored order.
|
FEATURING
POPULAR
PRICE
MENUS
1
the United States has been steady
Try It to-day—be benefitted and
Order didn’t last long, however. and healthy and the system has filled | American Plan *2.50 per day, upward i convinced.
A moment later Captain
Munce’s an important gap between the tin- | European Plan *1,00 per day, upward!
5 L atter« o f Inquiry re * n rd ln * r a t e . e t c . , p rom ptly anaw arad. 1
C. H. McKenzie T ra d in g Co.,
35 cents Big Bottle. Free sampl®team was announced the
winner, can depository and the factory pay | H. E. THURSTON. R. F. HIMMELEIN. |
Phillips, Maine.
whereupon tlhe left side of the hall master.
Proprietors.
On July 1, when
affairs
"L. F.” Medicine Co., Portland, Me-

GAME DINNER AT
JEFFERSON HILL
Two Weeks’ Hunting by 150 Farm
ers. Twenty-five Deer Served.

ent Monday night.
Shortly follow
ing nightfall lights began to bob in
the fields and main street. The cus
tomary stillnesis was disturbed by
tine murmur of voices.
Tlhe many
Lights sieemed to be moving in one
direction and behind every lantern
were rough-clad men with
guns
on shoulder and trophies of the hunt
on their backs.

began to shout and cheer. Not even
an echo came from the right Side
o f the hall.
Only the executive committee for
the feast remained behind in the
hall as the people filed out.
Around
the old box stove they talked far
into the night, making final plans
for the fair of to-night.
It
would
be quite impossible to describe prop
erly the scenes of activity all day
Tuesday in Dick Eastman's cellar
around the furnace Where
Henry
Stillings, Ed. Parker, Jdlm Whittum,
Captain Eliot, L. D. Kenison,
J.
Dana Eastman, Allie Eastman and
Manas-ah Perkins dressed and pre
pared that game for the pans and
kettles of Manasail Eastman, the one
chef of the big feast.

TONS OF TROUT
IN SPOKANE RIVER
Will Establish Fish Hatchery for
Its Exclusive Use and Game
Farm In Connection.

Doesn’t This Provt
ITS T R U E WORTH?

Just o rder a sack of
William Tell Flour

S Catering
mg to “ Up
up State”
state” Folks i
'T H E

CHASE HOUSE)

William Tell
Flour
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GAME RECEIPTS
AT BANGOR
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CAMP PROPRIETORS

g
s

«

2
F. E. Morehead, Boston,
Frederick Jones, Augusta, 2 “
John B. Telo, Sandeirsville,
2 it
S L. Fogg, Hallowell,
2
jMassi,
Fred Emery Beane, HaliloC. F. Dyer, Rockland,
2
2 ii
well,
0. D. Leonard, Rockland, 2
1 “
1J. D. Nutting, Hallowell,
II. W. Lacy, Toledo,
Mrs. O. M..G. Beane, Hallo2
Ohio,
2 •<
well,
w. Dyer, Ban,gor,
1
F.
G.
Wiley,
Ducksport,
¡Mrs. O. M. G. Beane, HalloM. Fox, Old Town,
J. D. DeRocheir, Bucksiport, 2
1
well,
W. Foley, Old Town,
2
1 deer F. J. Limn, Rucyrus, Ohio,
G. N. Pond, Bangor,
q A, Weed, Water ville,
E. E. Ho pk in », Bangor,
1
A. C. Tibbetts, Hump den, 1 “
0 M. Smiley, Baili,
F. Perkins, Bangor,
1
2 “
I E. F. Parrish, Boston,
p g. Ottekamp, Balli,
1
A . Mann, Bangor,
jW. A. Washburn,e, Boston, 1 “
g T. Cripps, Batli,
44
1
J. Clukey, Winn,
1
i
F
O.
Miller,
Bangor,
B. Sboughness, Batli,
1
A.
Robinson,
Belfast,
“
j D. G. Stevens, Somerville, 1
Johnson, Deering Jet.,
44
2
J. Blanchette, Augusta,
1Jame® H. Patteirson, Belle
B L. Gardner, Attleboro,
44
2
F. Dut il, Augusta,
Vernon, Pa.,
1 “
Mass.,
1
44
V. Newells, Portland,
! S. L. Crosby, Bangor,
1 “
g p. McDonald, Montclair,
F. Thompson, Portland,
“
1Robert C. Fleming, Belle VerN. J..
1
*
V. Lawrence, Boston,
2 “
non, Pa.,
y F. Chambers, Boston,
1
44
2
L. Pierce, Boslton,
E. Arthur Robinson, Boston, 2 “
g l. Small, Boston,
1
L. Vansiekle, Olyphant, Pa., 2
“
2
!
Ervin
R.
Gen
own,
Boston,
p I. Gros^, Bangor,
1
|W. Alien, Peckvilile, Pa.,
2
Howard F. Butler, Boston,
j> Eaton, Waukeag,
1 “
1L. Jenkins, Peckvalle, Pa., 1
bear
\
S.
H.
Sanucero,
Haver
H,Wade, Portland,
1 “
deer
j Maynard Bonn, Corinna,
1
hill,
g H. Robinson, Auburn,
2 “
A.
Goodwin,
York
Beach,
2
Edward Lunt, Boslton,
r S. Woodward, Pawtucket,
j L J. Andersbn, Bangor,
1
Edward Lunt, New Canaan,
R. I..
2 “
'
George
Foster,
Bangor,
1
Conn.,
j S. Mitche11, M arb lehead,
|Fred Colson, Brewer,
1
J.
J.
O’
Brien,
Riverside,
Mas*..
2 “
i E. A. Frazier, Veazie,
1
2
Conn.,
j, H. P. Chadwick,
F.
E.
Learnard,
Winterport,
1
! Samuel Cass, Haverhill,
. Marblehead, Massi,
. 2
V. P. Wilson, Cincinnati, O., 2
Maas.,
1
HM. Bradford, York
|Rex Fairchild, Bangor,
1
W. P. McIntosh, Haverhill,
Harbor,
2
II. E. Brown, Boston,
1
Mas*.,
1
j Jlathews, Bangor,
2 "
Dr. Bleakley, Gardiner,
1
ID.
C.
McIntosh,
Dower,
G, Burr. Bangor, '
1 “
G.
F.
Kuhns,
Dayton,
O.,
2
N. H.,‘
1
E, Brown, Old Town,
1 "
O. M. Savels, Worcester, 2
Fred Sant er, New York,
1
HOhilds. Pittsfield,
1
W.
J. Lewnis, Iona, Mich,, 2
j Henry Die del, New York,
2
C. Johnson, Portland,
1 “
Sabine
Jenksj, Laura, O.,
2
' Fred Sandin, Great Neck,
A. Merrill, Boston,
2 “
S. W. Jeaiks, Dayton, O.,
2
N.
Y.,
2
D. Hooper. Hartford,
2 “
J. C. Hodgims, Bangor,
2
j L. B. Allen, Boston,
1
R, McLain, Philadelphia,
1 “
Victor Hodgins, Bangor,
2
John
W.
Coombsf,
KenneJ. Bruco, Bathurst,
1 “
W
D.
Sherrerd,
Haddonfield,
bunk,
2
L L. Ross, Boeton,
1 “
N. J.,
1
Herbert Pen nock, Wilming
L L. Ross, West
Joel Taylor, Skowhegan,
1
ton,
Del.,
2
TVSomervilLe,
1 “
Cecil Clay, Portland,
2
Dan Murphy, Norwich,
J. A. Snyder, Bloomsburg,
B. H. Mudgett, Belfast,
2
Conn.,
2
Pa.,
2 “
William Walcott, Clinton, 2
John
Lapp,
Philadelphia,
2
H. S. Alright, Orrvigsburg,
Vernon Stevens, Clinton,
2
J. R. Shawkey, Laverch, Pa., 2
Pa.,
2
W. E. Weeks, Fairfield,
1
!
G.
D.
Thorndike,
Portland,
1
Paul Schrebuer, New York, 1 moose
F.
L.
Bails,
Bangor,
1
Henry Held, Richmond Hill, 1 dee 1F. G. DeLbors, New York, 2
W. Bryant, Bangor,
1
William Cafiero, New York, 2
M.W. Hoffman, Gilboat, O., 1
J. Chapman, Pittsfield,
1
Q.
H.
Libby,
Bangor,
1
C. S. Thom peon, Morristown,
T.
Anderson,
Pittsfield,
2
II. S. Hathaway, Dorchester,
Pa.,
2
D. Nutter, Pittsfield,
l
Mass.,
1
“
0. P. Kimball, Portland,
1
D.
Goodrich,
Newport,
1
A. Beainer, Thoniaston,
1 “
W. G. Hill, Portland,
1
E McCabe, New'port,
1
V. M. Conley, Bangor,
1 “
Dr. Henry Gilman, Portland, 1
V. Johnson, Portland,
2
Pat
Whalen,
Bangor,
1
“
S H. Ring, Portland,
1
G.
Rosis,
Portland,
1
J. Dcuglassi, Bangor,
1 “
D. T. Gilman, Portland,
1
A. Harlow, Portland,
2
George Merritt, Bangor,
2 “
W. H. Sm.th, Easft Corinth, 1
J.
Dart,
Boston,
2
G H . Plummer, Bangor,
1 **
L C. McPQieters, Bangor, 2
E. Kelly, Boston,
2
G. Dcrmell, York Beadi,
1 "
J. P. Russell, Bangor,
1
E. D. Garson, Deering Jet.,
1 moose W. E. Bryant, Bridgeport,
L Vina l, Bangor,
1
Conn.,
2
F. J. Lowe, Deering Jet.,
2 deer
J. B. Kennedy, Augusta,
2
Carl M. Bergan, Hoboken,
I
A.
R.
Miller,
Bangor,
1
“
Arthur McLaughlin,
N. J.,
2
I E. D. Garscn, Deering Jet., 2
“
.Portland,
1
II Asthoff, Orange, N. J., 1
George
Lawrence,
Bangor,
1
“
A. S. Max'well, Portland,
1
F. H. Hcsrner, Boston,
2
I E. W. Winchester, Banger, 1 “
Dr. Paul S. Hill, Biddeford, 1
E.
G.
Gifford,
Bceltcn.,
2
S. C. Blaisdeill, Bangor,
1“
K T. Savage, Bangor,
1
Howard S. Green, Malvern,
Isaac McLaughlin, Bangor,
1“
A. J. Bradbury, Old Town, 1
Pa.,
2
¡Walter Avery, Bangor,
1“
E. H. Floyd, Portland,
1
H. A. Bow, Bangor,
1
George
Dowling,
Bangor,
1
“
G. N. Kimball, Hammond
F. A. Scribner, Bangor,
2
E M. Bartlett, Bangor,
1“
Pond
1
Scott Brawn, Bangor,
1
C. C. Ransom, Plymouth,
J G. Kelley, Boston,
2
Geo. M. Brawn, Bangor,
2
Pa.,
'
2
F. Shea, Boston,
1
F
L.
Strange,
Portland,
1
I H H. Ashley, Plymouth, Pa., 1
“
C. C. Young, Y'armouth Jet., 1
j
F.
W.
Ablbom,
Wilkesbarre,
C. 0. Robiinso-n, Bangor,
1
Pa.,
•
2
Beatxnan Froift, Boston,
1
“ FIRESTONE” CYCLE TIRES IN
i D. H. Tingley, Readfield,
2 “
Mr. Page, Boston,
1
GREAT RACE.
j Mrs. Elizabeth Preble, Old
B. E. Jargerson, Hermon
Town,
2 44
Centre;
2
j Geo. J. LeCourse, Bristol,
On October 4th the Bay
Ridge
Sam McGuire, Bangor,
1
bear
Conn.,
1
Motorcycle
Club
of
Brooklyn
held
Walter H. Ray, Madison,
1
deer their annual endurance run.
F. W. Brown, Portland,
1
Edward Whitten, Clinton,
2
John J. McManus, Augusta,
1“
In a grilling race of 215 miles, 200
Edward Sears1, Clinton,
1
Ranson C. Pingree, Haverhill,
daring men, on all makes of machin
J. B. Taylcr, Thorndike,
1
Mass.,
2
es, struggled to carry o ff the honors.
Edward Renney, Thorndike, 2
Geo.
J.
LeCourse,
Bristol,
Gerard Hiliyer, on an Excelsior,
D. H. Hersom, Gardiner,
2
Conn.,
1 “
covered himself with glory by win
William E. Hunt, Brockton,
ning the contest in 6 hours, 15 min,
Dr. John Neale, Meriden,
Mads.,
1
Conn.,
1 “
utesl.
His tires., which were Fire
John R. Noyes, Bridgewater, 1 moose
Dr. B. P. Hurd, Watervilile,
stone 4 ‘Non-Skidisi”
carried hdm
P- E. Bubar, Bangor,
2deer
through
the
entire
race
without
G.
A.
McWilliams,
Arthur C. Whitney, Boston, 1
“
Brumshvick,
1 “
trouble of any kind.
John Evans, Boston, (
1 “
N. Curtis, Freeport,
2 “
E. E. Farakam, Boslton,
2 “
M. B. Randall, Freeport,
2 “
Maine Hills, Belfast,
1 "
1Lloyd Blanchard, Portland,
1“
Daniel L. Quick, Jr.,
Mirfc
Woolacott,
Orono,
1
“
Yipsilanti, Mich..,
2 “
A. J. Larra.be«, Rockland,
2 “
hvin E. Thomas, Waitervilile, 2 “
C. E. Hurd, Camdien,
1 “
C. J. Goellem,, New York,
1 “
2 “
Henrj- L. Quick, Neiw York, 1moose A. T. Foster, Boston,
1 moose
Henry L. Quick, New York, 1
deer A. T. Foster, Boston,
T.
A.
Wbidden,
Boston,
2
deer
Charles Runkel, Philadek
bear
E. Hayes, Belfast,
2
phia,
1
je
Marguerite Gillisipie, Auburn, 1
William G. Moore, 11add endeer Gi R - Ingalls, Auburn,
ville, N. J.,
*
1
A Hanson., Bangor,
C. Keith, Boston,
2
W. McLaughlin, Bangor,
E. McClain, Pittslbiurg,
2
J Murray, Bangor,
J- H. Chessemam, Pittsburg, 2
O. Darfcrth, 0|/d Town,
Opposite State House, Boston, Mass.”
M. Hustier, Pittsburg,
2
A Keith, Old Town,
Offers room with hot and
J' H. Phillip.?, Pittsburg,
2
cold water for $1.00 per day
W. Maines, Bosfcn,
C- B. Troutman, Pittsburg, 2
and up, which includes free
F. Hayden,- Boston,
M. w, Walker, Bangor,
1
use of public shower baths.
moose
M. L. Abbott, Boslton,
K. L. Mitch eia, Carmel,
1
Nothing to Equal This in ftew England
deer
A. L. Bickford, Bangor,
W. L. Farmer, Bangor,
2
C. L. Browne, Old Town,
Rooms with private bathe
A- H. Mitchell, Bangor,
2
for $1.50 per day and up;
A. W. Emery, Boston,
Aubrey Brown, Corinna,
1
suites of two rooms and bath
F E. Whielen, Bridtlefcrd,
Alvah Lock, Bangor,
1
for $4.00 per day and up,
E. A. Farrell, BangoT,
A. S. Hamilton, Bangor,
2
ABSOLUTELY
FIREPROOF
Edward
B.
Goding,
Boston,
2
A- N. Fori., Stockton,
1
Strictly a Temperance Hotel
M.
M.
Miller,
Boston,
2
A Care, Searsport,
2
Send fo r Booklet
Horace Adam.% Westboro,
Afflos, Abbott, Dexter,
2
STORER F. GRAFTS G*n. Manager
Mass.,
2
A W. Jones, Augusta,
2

Are

you keeping your Camps

open for the fall business?

If so

1
1
1

j

@S

Commonwealth Hotel
Inc.

Let The Hunters Know It
by advertising in the columns of

THE MAINE WOODS
One of the best publicity mediums

for

camp owners in the

country.

j be imagined. You have here one
BACK FROM THE
|of the best springs of cold,
clear,
r*D C A T I l / f l f k f ' l Q : sparkling water on the preserve.
\jJ\EiAl W UUUO Every morning the bird life alone is
¡worth a trip to this camp
--------------

to

see

, ar d hear.

hermit thrush, sly, elusive lit
Crosby Tells of Scenes Near Me- tle“ The
fellcw that he is, pipes up every
gantic Fish and Came Club. |evening at sunset, and oft in the
'middle of the night, the soft sweet
j plaintive song of the white throat
; sparrow, sounds' as though the ‘night
Hunters are steadily streaming- j watch’ of the birds was calling ‘all
back from the Maine wroods these |is well.’
days.
They have interesting stories
“ Early one morning, about the mid-'
to teltl, says' the Portland
Sunday
Times, none of them that has more die of July, as I was going towards
things of interest to relate than R. the spring I heard a splashing oh
Ii. Crosby cf Brackett street. During the east shore.
Shading my eyes
tlie past summer and part of tine with my hand, I saw what at first
fall, Mr. Crosby was in charge of seemed to me to be a big deer, but
the magnificent camps of the Megan- as it was partly hidden by the btish-No, it could not
tm Fish and Game club, up in Frank es, I looked again.
lin county.
These are among
the be a deer, then it must be a caribou,.
biggest sporting camps in New Eng but another look convinced me, as
land and they are located in a secti • it came out from behind, the bushes
that comes about as near being “ the that it was too big and
black
forest primeval” as anything coufld either of these animals and, there
be.
It is1no easy job getting to the fore, I must be looking at a big
Megantic camps', but once there, the moose, and a cow, too.
What do yo
place is regarded as one of the most spjBAVOJ pafJBJS 9'IIS ¿IB in JO HUIIft
picturesque in the whole country.
South Boundary inlet, walked leisure
ly along the shore, until she
was
The Megantic Fisih. and Game club
nearly opposite the camp, then wad
was organized for the purpose of
fish and game propagation.
That it ed out into the pond until the first
thing we knew she had started to
has! succeeded in its objects is amply
Iswim acro-ss, headed' for the cove
evidenced by the way fisili and game
where little North West brook emp
have increased in that section.
ties1 into it.
Then after she swam
While at the camps all during the ac ro ss, sh e comm en c ed feed in g on
summer, Mr. Crosby had an oppor-jlliy pads and roots,
tunity to stee the wild beauties of
“ I went back into the cabin to
the state that .had never before been
call my wife and get my camera. We
afforded him.
He made tramping
took a boat and slowly paddled it
trips and canoe trips, saw one big
towards her.
She did not seem to
cow moose in the water and got a
notice as much.
Every time she
good picture of her, though somewhat
raised her head we sat
perfectly
email.
still.
In this way we
approached
I
made
Mr. Crosby i.s known to all thq /within 40 yards cf her.
Finally after a
riflemen of Portland, especially those ’several exposures.
in the National Guard.
The story long intense look at us she became
of his experiences as he told them' siispiclous and slowly walked out of
for the Megantic Fish and Game club ti e water and disappeared Into the
woods, but not, however,
without
“ Bulletin” is interesting. It reads:
looking back at us many times as if
“ When I first went on the pre
wondering who ive were and what we
serve to take charge , of the
Big
were going to do.
North West camps, I was told what a
“Three days1 later we saw what I
lonesome place it was, and that prob
ably we would be sick of tine job be took to be the same cow, but this
fore the summer -was over.
But time she had a. good sized calf withThe little felllow kept getting
those whio told uis s'uch stuff
must her.
have been of queer mental make-up, in its mother’s way and was the most
or made a poor selection for them uncouth looking thing you ever saw.
selves while the good things of this She -wanted to stay and watch us,
several
'world were being passed around, or but the old cow gave her
followed
did not know us.
Now a
more shoves until finally she
beautiful spot than this camp cannot meekly after.”

M AIN E

1

Where To
Lake

Go

In

Parlin House and Camps

WOODS,

H. P. MeKENNEY, Proprietor.

Jackman, Maine

Are You Going Hunting?
If so, write me the number of persons in your party,
how long you wish to stay in camp, and let me tell you

THE

EXACT

COST

of your trip at Chase Pond Camps as I shall make cut
rates to all during October and November. I will also
send you names of parties who have hunted here that
you may refer to in regard to hunting, camps, etc.

Guy Chadbourne, Prop., Bingham, Maine
T he G arry P on d G am ps

YORK CAM PS,

Furnished camps and furnished cook places will
be opened for the hunters October erst. Most
all heavy supplies will be fo r sale st the Camps.
Fine hunting country for deer and birds, some
moose and bears. Write for information to

RANGELEY, MAINE

J. LEWIS YORK, Prop.
j

- HENRY J. LANE,
Carry Pond, Maine, Via Bingham, Me.

F I S H I N G

OTTER POND CAMPS

AT

John (Sarville's Cam ps
at S p rin g Lake

Are open to accommodate sportsmen for fish
ing and hunting. Send for circular.

GEORGE H. McKENNEY, Prop..
Caratunk, Me.

. Salmon, square tailed and lake trout. My camps
•re most charmingly situated on the shores of
Spring Lake, well furnished, excellent beds,
purest o f spring water and the table is first-class, TRAPPING SEASON SOON BE HERE
elevation 1,800 feet above sea level, grandest scen
I f yov want to know what iiiwhat in the Hunt
ery and pure mountain air Hay fever and malaria
unknown. Spring Lake furnishes excellent lake ing and Trapping line subscribe for the Trapper.
trout and salmon fishing and in the neighboring It is a $1.00 publication but if you act quick only
streams and ponds are abundance o f brook trout. 60 cents. Every isste is crammed full of valuable
Buckboard roads only 2-12 miles. An ideal family information on Hunting, Trapping, Fishing. Taxi
summer resort Telephone communications with dermy. eto., that could not be ob ained elsewhere
tillage and doctor. References furnished. Terms at any price. Subscribe Now and Keep Posted.
S. C Wellman, publisher. Dept. M., Huntington.
reasonable. Address for full particulars,
W. Va.
JOHN CARVILLE. Flagstaff. Me.

Blakeslee

Lake

Camps

JOSEPH H. WHITE, Proprietor
A famous resort for anglers and hun
ters. Write for illustrated booklet and
map. Address, Oct. 15 till May 1st,
Skinner, Me. Summer address, Eustis,
Maine.

H.

RANGELE1 £ AVERN 8 LAKE VIEW HOUSE
On Rangeley Lake.
T horoughly modern. On direct autom obile
route. Tavern all year. Lake View Hduse
fuly 1 to Oct.
Best fishing and hunting. Booklets.

N. H. ELLIS & SON, Props.,
Raugeley, Maine.

PLEA' ANT ISLAND CAMPS

W E S T
E N D
H O T E L
M. CASTNER, Prop’r.
Portland,
Maine

Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Maine vacationists, tourists and sport men. All farm, dairy products, pork
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
American plan. Send for circular.
BELGRADE LAKES, MAINE.
The Belgrade. Best Sportsmen’s Hotel in New
England. Best black bass fishing in the world,
b«st trout fishing in Maine.
CHAS. N. HILL & SON. Managers.

OUANANICHE LODGE.
Grand Lake Stream, Washington Co.. Me.

MAINE, NOVEM BER 26, 1914.

M I WORLD’S
Maine M IGREATEST
PROBLEM

A re delightfully situated on shore o f L.ike
Parlin ou direct line from Ouebec to Rangeley
Lakes, popular thorough-fare for autom o
biles being a distance of 122 miles each way.
. Lake Pailin and tne 12 out ponds in the
radius of four miles furnish the best of fly
fishing the whole season The house and
camps are new and have all modern conven
iences, such as baths, gas lights, open rock
fireplaces, etc. T he cuisine is un excelled.
Canoeing, boating, bathing, tennis, m oun
tainclim bing automobiling. etc.
Write for booklet.

PHILLIPS,

¡On Cusuptie Lake—Fishing unexcelled
j —Best of hunting—Special rates for
Jun«, September, October and Ncvemj her—Write for Booklet,
j Weston U. Toothaker, Proprietor,
Pleasant Island,
Maine.
RANGELEY LAKES
Camp Bemis, The Birches, The Barker. W rite
for free circular.
CAPT. F. C. BARKER, Bemis. Maine.
VIA RUMFORO FALLS
Best Salmon and Trout Fishing in Maine. Fly
hsuing begins about June 1. Send for circular.
House always open. JOHN CHADW ICK & CO.,
tipper Dam, Maine.

DEAD RIVER REGION
The Sargent. Up-to-date in every
particular. Maine’ s ideal family vaca
tion resort. Good fishing'and hunting
section Cuisine unsurpassed.
E. F.
Look, Prop’ r, Eustis, Maine.

W orld wide known for its famous fishing,
vacation and hunting country.
Norway Pines Hon>e and Camps. Dobsis Lake
M ost attractive situation in Maine. Good
auto road to lodge. Plenty storage capacity for
machines. From there one can take steamer to
MOOSE LOOK MEG UNT1C HOUSE
any part o f the lake territory. T he best hunt
AND LOG CAMPS.
ing. fishing and vacation section o f beautiful
Heart o f the Rmgeleys. Best fishing region.
W ashington Co. Address for particulars W . G. Special June and September rates. Booklet.
R O SE . Manager. Princeton. Me.. Dec. 1st to
MRS F. B. BURNS.
April 1st.

BIC RESULTS
FROM S M A LL ADS.
_________ . T~r

What have you for Sale or Exchange?
Look atround and see if you haven’t some Fire Arms,
Boats, A Dog, An Automobile, A Camera, Tent, Ham
mock or something else you don’t want.

Someone else is sure to want it
We have sold things for others, and we can do the
same for you. Rates one cent a word in advance.
Address, Classified Department,
MAINE WOODS,
Phillips, Maine

WE

ARE LONG ON P R O D U C T IO N ,
S H O R T ON D I S T R I B U T I O N .

performed by Dr. F.
Colby.
JOLLY PARTY
Rev. H. A. Oh'Ids. preach ed an in.
teresting Thanksgiving sermo-n Sun.
morning.
Music was furnished
AT KEMANKEAG day
by a quartette con sitting of Dr.
B.

a

“ Buster” Will Sojourn In tow n
During the Winter

M. Rcss, O. R. Rowe, Miss P.
Richardson, Mrs.
Albert Carlto*
Miss Richardson also sang a solo.
W. L. Butler of Farmington wag,
guest of friends in town several days
last week.

(Specia l Correspondence.)
H. (). Hun toon wilil he employed as
, Raugeley, Nov. 24.—Miss Della W il cook by Walter Davenport, who Us
The economic distribution of farm bur, who has -been keeping house for taken a contract to clear tine Dki.
products is today the world’s greatest Mrs. C. C. Murphy the past few son land on the south side o-f the
problem and tne war, while it has weeks has returned home.
lake.
brought its hardships, has clearly em
J. Sherman Hoar lias purchased tie
Mrs. L. N. Haley went to Boston
phasized the importance of distribu shop recently occupied by E. T. Hear
Saturday to visit her husband, who
tion as a factor in American agricul
snow
ture and promises to give the farm i,n Lis business of rod and
is in the Massachusetts
General
E. T.
Hoar
ers the co-operation of the govern shoe manufacture.
hospital
ment and the business men the has purchased the old fish hatchery
Mrs. Emery Haley spent the later
solution of their marketing problem. build mgs and will move them from
part of last week with her father
This result will, in a measure, com their present site.
pensate us for our war losses, for the
Mrs. Lucy ’H ink ley, who has been and mother in Strong.
business interests and government spending the past two weeks with
have been in the main assisting al her granddaughter, Mrs. H. B. Mcmost exclusively on the production
side of agriculture. While the depart Card has returned home.
Peter Nlcolar was in town a few
ment of agriculture has been dumping
tons of literature on the farmer telling days last week looking after his
him how to produce, the farmer has stock cf baskets and novelties. He
been dumping tons of products in the returned to Old Town Monday.
nation’s garbage can for want of a
Rangeley was treated to a genuine
market.
old fashioned snowstorm Thursday
T h e World W ill N e v e r Starve.
ni'ghrt.
In some places the
roads
At no time since Adam and Eve were quite drifted, the average snow- j
were driven from the Garden of Eden fall amounting to about a foot.
have the inhabitants of this world
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stewart, who j
suffered from lack of production, but
Manavista hotel in Bradentown is
some people have gone hungry from lave been at the Parkihurst cam.p 1
to
open for the season on Monday,
for
the
summer
have
returned
her:
j
the day of creation to this good hour
November 23, according to plans of
for the lack of proper distribution. ai d reopened their house.
A letter received
Slight variations in production have
Ti2e many friends of Mr. Henry j the management.
forced a change in diet and one local K.mbal] will be serry to learn that locally to-day from Manager H. A.
ity has felt the pinch of want, while l e is in poor health at the present Haskell slates that he will arrive'it
another surfeited, but the world as a time.
Bradentown next Monday, bringaj
whole has ever been a land of plenty.
with him. six employes, and that ob
John
and
George
Russell,
F.
C.
We now have less than one-tenth of
November 19 there will be a retinue
Procter,
Harry
Quiimby,
Ellsworth
the tillable land of the earth’s surface
under cultivation, and we not only Hayden and Mr. Rodick form a jolly of employes to arrive from Bostoa h
have this surplus area to draw on but hunting party which are at Keinan- Readiness for the opening.
it is safe to estimate that in case of keag for the week.
Their
many
The Manavista is one of the luxu
dire necessity one-half the earth’s friends wish them the best of luck.
rious and popular hotels) of the West
population could at the present time
Mrs. O. R. Rowe, who has been Coast, whose accommodations gener
knock their living out of the trees
confined to her home the past two Ially are taxed to the limit during the
of the forest, gather it from wild
vines and draw it from streams. No weeks by illness is still on ti e in- i tourist season.
one should become alarmed; the valid list.
Mrs. Frank McLain of Stratton,; Arrangement!-) are to be made to
world will never starve.
The consumer has always feared District Deputy Pythian -Sisters, was meet the requirements cf an exceed
that the producer would not supply a guest at Lake View Temple No. ingly busy season, whitch is assured
him and his fright has found expres 14 Thursday evening, November 15. for the coming winter.
sion on the statute books of our states
After the regular work by the Tern-1 Many patron^ of the ManavisU
and nations and the farmer has been
urged to produce recklessly and with pie, oyster stew, etc., was served by i are regular winter visitors in Brad
Oakes, Ientown.
They are informed in re
out reference to a market, and regard tie committee, Mrs. Cora
gard to hotel plans and with the
less of the demands of the consumer. Al.ee Cakes and Blanche Oakes.
Mrs. Joe Lamb, Mrs. Guy W. j opening of the hostelry guests are
Eack to the Soil.
The city people have been urging Brcoks. Glend on Wilbur, Mrs. Lyman Jexpected to arrive in numbers.
each other to move back to the farm, Hun toon have been c.n the sick 'list j
Mr. Haskell was manager last sea
but very few of them have moved. fiie past week.
son c-f the Tampa Bay Hotel, Florida,
We welcome our city cousins back to
W. A. Garrignes is having a light-1
called the. Moorish Palace of the
the soil and this earth’s surface con
:ng cut f t installed at the farm
tains 16,092,160,000 idle acres of till
South.
He still owns some very at
able land where they can make a recently purchased by him and o c - ' tractive camps at Long Pond and his
living by tickling the earth with a cup red by Jesse Ross.
many friends in this section
hope
Mr. and Mrs. Fred HinkLey
are i
forked stick, but we do not need them
that lie and Mrs. Haskell will again
so far as increasing production is con again at home after spending the
cerned; we now have all the producers past season in New Hampshire where take up their residence here.
we can use. The city man has very Mr. Hinkiey had employment.
erroneous ideas of agricultural condi
Mrs. Hal Ell’s was operated cn for
tions. The commonly accepted theory
that we are short on production is all appendicitis at the private hospital
Miss
wrong. Our annual increase in pro of Dr. A. M. Ross Saturday.
was.
duction far exceeds that of our in Olive Ross of PI iMips, who
recently a patient at the hospital !
crease in population.
returns home Thursday.
T h e World as a Farm.
Taking the world as one big farm,
Frank Philfcriek, Fred Hinkiey and1
we fmd two billion acres of land in Arthur Kennedy are at Madrid in I To the Editor of Maine Woods:
cultivation. Of this amount there is the employ of S. B. HinkLey.
approximately 750,000,000 acres on the
Wakefield, Nov. 17, 1914.
Miss Mertie K'nney is expected
western and 1,260,000.000 acres on the
In
my
letter in your iHsue of 12th.
the
eastern hemisphere, in cultivation. heme from Massachusetts fer
you
print
6,000 licenses issued to
holidays.
She
will
be
a
guest
of
This estimate, of course, does not in
Massachusetts. It slhould be 60,000
clude grazing lands, forests, etc., Mr. and Mrs. Eben Rowe.
Open season on deer
where large quantities of meat are
Feme Toothaker is driving team at $1.00 each.
for one week now on.
Closes Sat
produced.
far E. C. Hinkiey.
The world's annual crop approxi
Fine cool weather.
M. Chandler Ross has
returned urday, sunrise.
mates fifteen billion bushels of ce to Lis heme in Gardner, Mass.
Yours,
reals, thirteen billion pounds of fibre
Geo.
M.
Esty
will
he
the
guest
of
J.
C.
Hartsihorne.
and sixty-five million tons of meat.
The average annual world crop for his daughter, Mrs. Geo. Mc-Graves
Thanksgiving. '
the past five years, compared with the of Brunsww k over
Mrs. Esty has been in
Brunswick! S O M E
previous five years, is as follows:
LUCKY
HUNTERS
IN
Past Half
Previous Half fer some weeks.
T H E S E PAR TS.
Crops^— Decade.
Decade.
Buster" the large cat, belonging to
Corn (Bu.) 3.934,174,000 3,403.655.000 Win. p. Mason, several weeks ago'
Wheat(Ru.) 3,522,769,000 3.257,52G,000
was taken from fchie village to camp
Oats (Bu.) 4,120 017,000 3,508,315,000
There have been some Lucky hunt
Cotton(Bales) 19,863,800
17.541,200 a distance of about ten miles. One
ers
in the southern part of this coun
day
lie
was
missed
from
the
camp
The world shows an average in
Four men in Chestercrease in cereal production of 13 per and as he did net show up it was ty of late.
cent during the past decade, compared feared that some accident had l>e- ville were so fortunate as to bring
with the previous five years, while the ' alien him.
Just recently he re home a deer each during last week.
world’s population shows an increase turned to the home of Mrs. Eugene Two of these happy Nimrods were
of only three per cent.
Soule, where he was making winter A L. Whittier and Justus WellsThe gain in production far exceeds
quarter^,
apparently none the worse W p have not learned the names of
that of our increase in population, and
the other two.
it is safe to estimate that the farmer for his little adventure.
Miss Muriel Hoar underwent a
can easily increase production 25 per
James Eaten shot a deer Saturday
cent if a remunerative market can be slight operation for ingrowing toe n’ght near Mr. Baton’s house, Notch.. *
found for the products. Tn textile nails Monday, which have caused The animal was standing in a brook
fibres the world shows an increase much suffering.
The operation was when Mr. Eaton took aim and firedduring the past half decade in produc
It was, ah uck and was 3 years old.
tion of 15 per cent against a popula
NOTICE.
tion increase of three per cent.
But Everett Wells has the noblest
The people of this nation should
trc.pl y of his skill with the rifleaddress themselves to the subject of
My wife, Ada Haley, having left my He had the remarkable good luck to
improved facilities for distribution.
bed and board, I forbid all persons bring down the grandest monarch of
trusting her on my account, as I shal our Maine forest—-a full grown and
Over production and crop mortgage
pay
no bills oi her contracting after handsome hull moose.
He
found
force the farmers into ruinous corn
the animal in the New V Rrunswick
Detinon itn eack other. The remedy this date.
Frank Hi ley.
neighborhood, Chesterville, last FTiues in organization ana in co-opera
Rangeley. Maine.
tlon m mar Let:;.".
Jay.
We hear Smith T h o m p s o n of
Nov. 16, 1914.
Jay hasi offered $25 for t h e head
By Peter Radford

Lecturer National

Farmers' Union.

MANAVISTA HOTEL
READY TO OPEN
Manager With Employees Will Ar
rive In Bradentown, Monday.

SIXTY THOUSAND
•
LICENSES ISSUED

Easily M ade Christm as
Nov. 23.
Mrs. Daniel McLellan and tier daugh
ter, Mrs. Jesse Whitney went to Rumford last Saturday.
Miss Gladys Warren, the assistant
school teacher was the guest of Mr.
snd Mrs. I. H. Buker one day last
week.
Miss Jennie Sanborn who has been
visiting in Upton, N. H., has returned
home.
Mr. Cedric Judkins of New Hamp
shire is the guesfrof C. T. Sanborn at
this writing.
Lawrence and McLaughlin commenc
edhauling pulp wood last Monday.
Mrs. Lewis Pratt has been quite ill
hot we are glad to know she is improv
ing.

Novelties in N eckw ear

R. H. Preble put in the day hunting
in the section near the Pearson farm
last Friday. He started out in the
early morning but not so early but
what the rain had fallen and made too
much of a crust for good hunting.
Nevertheless he got a shot at a deer
but lost him.
Elwin Webber and Glidden Parker
also started out that morning in the
wee sma’ hours and brought back a
deer apiece.
Parker’s was rather
small weighing about 100 pounds, while
Webber's was a 200 pounder with 8
points, the best one he ever shot, he
says.

stock continues to Dec. 1.

easiest to make of home-made gifts.
They confer both style and comfort

As I am obliged to vacate my store Dec. 1, everything jlmust upon their wearers to the joy of those
who receive them.
be sold regardless o f cost.
Neckpieces are simply straight
Shoes at about one-half value.
lengths of velvet, plush or fur cloth,
$1.19 cut a quarter of a yard wide and a
Ladies’ Shoes worth $2.00
2-39 yard or more in length. They are
“
“
“
3.50
lined with satin and gathered in at the
.97 ends, where a taeseled ornament
.........................
1.50 and 1.25
.14
.97!
.39
;35

.10

A few Fur Pieces at one-half price,
ing store fixtures must be sold.

EVERYTHING includ-

M. H. BLRISDELL,

FARMINGTON, ME.

Store Open Monday, Wednesday]and Saturday Evenings

REXALL

Olive Oil Emulsion
.

with Hypophospites

i

.'i

A pleasant tasting Food-Ton
ic, combining the tonic prop
erties of the Hypophosphites
with the nutritive properties
of the finest quality of Olive
Oil.
Well adapted for administ
ering to persons suffering
from wasting disorders, pul
monary affections, coughs,
colds and during convales
cence..
Price, $1.00 for 12 oz. Bottle

DDI7RI C > C
r K l d LL o

A L D C0RNERC
U d r u g st o r ^
Store

Open Sundays from

Eleven until One.

The bones, the muscles, and all the
organs of the body depend for their
strength and tone and healthy action
on pure blood.
I f the blood is very impure, the
hones become diseased; the muscles
become enfeebled, the step loses its
elasticity, and there is inability to
perform the usual amount of labor.
The skin loses its clearness, and
pimples, blotches and other eruptions
appear.
H ood’s Sarsaparilla makes pure
blood. It is positively unequaled in
the treatment o f scrofula and other
humors, catarrh, rheumatism, dys
pepsia, loss o f appetite, that tired
feeling. Be sure to get Hood’s and
get it today. All druggists.

Prom the distant hills an’ valleys flock the
nomads of the earth.
Drawn by mystic waves of feelln’ to the ham
lets of their birtl|
Glitterin’ brocade, ragged jacket, eyes grown
stern in sordid quest,
All are lured by vagrant memories; ail obey th’
same behe9t.
Deep within each heart is hidden treasured
wealth from memories’ store,
For across the dim horizon lie the hallowed
days of yore;
W istfu l eyes smile through th’ tear drops, for
the train is drawin’ nigh—
Nigh to mother gladly waiting—nigh unto that
punkin pie.

ECKWEAR and muff 6ets were
never more fashionable than they
N
are just now, and they are among the

Children’ s shoes worth .25c
Boys’ and Girls’ shoes $1.25 $1.50
1Lot Ladies’ White Tennis
Wool Dress Goods .50c and .75c
White Goods worth .15c and .18c

flnukin $lir
W h e n the frost has nipped the ’simmons an* the
pawpaws’ russet glow
Sets a fellow’s mind a-trapsin’ to th’ days of long
ago;
W h e n the frost king's shimmerin’ crystals deck
the woodland's regal dress,
An’ th’ apples’ mel.ow fragrance steals from
out the cider press;
W h e n a fellow’s footsteps crackle In the crisp
autumnal air,
An* it’s joy to be just livin’ in a land so won
drous fair;
It is then I bask contented ’ neath the clear
November sky
An' regale m yself with visions of that flaky
punkin pie.

►Joseph Harnden has recently had a
slight shock.
Mrs. Lewis Pratt entertained the
C A R D OF T H A N K 8 .
Girls’ Sewing Circle Saturday the 14th.
Mm. Frank Jones has recently been
qaite ill from the effects of an ulcera
W e wish to express our sincere
ted tooth. Dr. York of Wilton was in
thanks for the many kindnesses shown
»{tendance.
during our recent bereavement and for
Halford and Minnie Buker were very
the beautiful flowers.
pleasantly entertained at Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. E. F. Kennistonjand family.
Cleff Maxwell's one evening last week.

Sale of M. H. BLAISDELL’S

iHljat SJlmnkagtbmg !

W hen the wind is cold an* piercin’ an’ the pond
is frozen hard,
An’ the turkeys loudly gobble as they strut
j
about th’ yard;
j There’s a most allurin’ odor floats out through
the kitchen door
That is mighty satisfyin’ when a fellow’s feelin’ sore,
There’s a hustle an' a bustle an’ a mystifyln'
look
j To th’ women in th’ kitchen as they churn an’
bake an’ cook.
Till I hanker most distressful— an' I watch
with wistful eye
1 All the appetizin’ flxin’s they put In that
punkin pie.

EAST MADRID
Nov. 23.
The Oberton League met last Wed
nesday with Mrs. J. H. Welts. It will
meet in two weeks with Mrs. George
Barnjum.
Ansel Corson and Isaac Corson of
Athens were guests last week o f Mr.
and Mrs. Alonzo Corson.
Edgar Welts has purchased a horse of
Abel Bunnell of Phillips.
Mr. and Mrs. Orren McKeene who
have been visiting Mr. and* Mrs. Solon
Mecham for a few weeks have return
ed to their home in Dryden.
Mrs. Charlie Stevens and daughter,
Hilma, of Phillips were guests last
Friday of Mrs. Alonzo Corson.

DISTRICT NO. 2

INov. 23.
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Booker were re
makes the finish. They fasten about
cent visitors at the home of W. F.
the neck with a hook and eye or Blide.
Brackett.
Crocheted, passamenterie or bead
We understand^ that g Mrs. Vilma
buckles and ornaments are used on
Plummer has purchased a driving horse
them.
of J. H. Jodrey.
Muffs are barrel-shaped and made
Mr. and Mrs. Otto Badger and chil
over beds of down or wool batting.
dren were Sunday guests at C. E.
These beds are bought ready made
Dill's.
and are very cheap. Velvet covering«
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Jodrey o f East
are usually gathered over them with
Wilton were guests of Mrs. Jodrejps
ruffles at each end as shown in the
picture. The muff and ruffles are lined
brother, H. B. Plummer and family a
with satin. Silk cords or strands of
few days last week.
large black beads are fashionable this
Philip Feldner of Chicago who
season for decorating these sets.
There’ s a satisfyin’ thickness to that yellow, planned to go to Livermore Fallsjlast
creamy mold—
week changed his plans and will work
The creation of a master with its faded tints
his board at J. C. Wells’ and attend
of gold—•
Inexpensive Gifts in
A n’ I’m filled with dreamy rapture as its depths (school this winter.
I School in the Reed district closed
1 contemplate
Collars and V estees
For it 9 aromatic sweetness all m y senses ag last Friday and the teacher Miss Nancy
gravate.
Warren went to her home in Lincoln
Turkey, stuffin’, and the trimmin’s are but by
Sat irday for a week’s vacation.
ways to th’ throne,
W here it reigns a regal monarch in a kingdom
Miss Mabel Hutchins who is teaching
all its own;
in Monmouth will spend Thanksgiving
An’ I’m filled with satisfaction— though I heave
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
a plaintive sigh
’Cause I’ve nearly reached my limit— when ma Hutchins.
cuts that punkin pie.
Charles Hutchins & Son are rebuild
— W illiam Edward Ron, in National Magazine.
ing their mill and will saw long lumber
and shingles this winter. Daniel Smith
Thanksgiving.
and Wallace Virgin are working for
Long have we wandered and how far.
them.
Yet home—’tis like a single star
Miss Sarah Calden who recently suf
That shines today;
Though we are scattered like the leaves
fered a stroke of paralysis, died Sun
The winds have rustled from the trees
day at the home of her niece where she
To drift away.
has been tenderly cartd for the past
Maybe It is for Mother's sake
year.
Her age was 93 years, 11
W e drop our care—at dawn to wake
months and l i days. Funeral will be
COLLAR and vestee in sheer or
For this one day;
held at the church in West Phillips,
gandie, to wear with tailored suits Maybe it is just love o f home.
we, perchance, must dine alone
will be welcomed by every woman and ThoughAnd
Tuesday, at 2 o’clock.
far away.
costs almost nothing but the time for
making. The flaring collar is finished E ’en though the day be cold and chill.
with hand-embroidered scallops or a In every breast there Is a thrill
MADRID
of warmth today;
band of fine narrow swiss embroidery, A living spark—a tiny gleam
or lace, which extends down each side. O f home, e’en though we do but dream
Nov. 23.
And far away.
The collar and vestee must be cut
—Carolyn B. Lyman.
Fair weather and over a foot of
separately and joined at the neck line.
snow.
Tho collar is wired to make it stand
Made a National Event.
Philip Feldner, a lad of 16, who walk
and flare correctly.
In 1864 President Lincoln issued a ed from Chicago to Phillips is stopping
A brilliant vestee, with collar and
Thanksgiving proclamation,
which
revers of filmy lace, is pictured made
with Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Wells for a
was followed by the governors of most
of brocaded velvet and shadow lace. of the states; and we may say since time. He will attend school for the
The vestee is a band about the neck that year Thanksgiving has been an next 10 or 12 weeks.
gradually widening to the waist line
Miss Arlene Dunham is at the home
annual holiday through the entire
where it is trimmed into points. It
of Mrs. Fred Ladd in Temple, who has
country
fastens just above the points with
been very ill. She expects to return
hooks and eyes, and here three small,
soon
to attend school.
Thanksgivin
g
Prayer.
fancy buttons are set on for ornament.
The farmers are glad that Charles
For days of health, for nights of
A short ruffle of lace forms a flaring
collar which is supported with fine quiet sleep; for seasons of bounty, for and Evan Hutchins are repairing their
wires. The revers are made of straight all earth’s contributions to our need mill which was nearly ruined by fire on
pieces of la</e draped in at each side through this past year; Good Lord, we October 31.
Mrs. Sylvina Wells is very well and
and at the top in the neck line. Made thank thee. For our country’s shelter;
of bright colored brocades this is one for our homes; for the joy of faces, able to get around the house.
of the prettiest of novelties to be worn and the joy of hearts that love; for
the power of great examples; for holy
to embellish the blouse.
Child’s Pretty Idea.
ones who lead us in the ways of life
and love; for our powers of growth;
"Oh, mother!’’ cried a delighted ur
for longings to be better and do more; chin, watching the sun break from be
TRY THIS FOR YOUR COUGH for ideals that ever rise above our hind heavy clouds. “ Oh, mamma, do
real; for opportunities well used, good look!
God opened his door.”
Thousands of people keep coughing Lord, we humbly thank thee! For our
because unable to get the right rem temptations, and for any 'victory over
Uncle Eben.
edy. Coughs are caused by Inflamma sins that close bqget us; for the glad
tion of Throat and Bronchial Tubes. ness that abides with loyalty; for the
"You can alius judge by facial ex
What you need is to soothe this lnflam blessedness of service and the power pressions,” said Uncle Eben. “An
mation
Take Dr. King’s New Dis
oyster dat’s jes’ bein’ opened mus’
covery, it penetrates the delicate mu to fit ourselves to others’ needs; for be mis’able. an’ yet it looks like it’s
cous lining, raises the Phlegm and our necessities to work; for burdens,
quickly relieves the congested mem pain and disappointments, means of laughin’.”
branes. Get a 50c bottle from your growth; for sorrow; for death; for all
druggist. “ Dr. King’ s New Discovery that brings us nearer to each other,
Chiropodists in German A rm y .
quickly and completely stopped my nearer to ourselves, near to thee; for
Every German regiment has a chi
cough,’ ’ writes J. R Watts, Floydale, life: We thank thee, O our Father!—
ropodist in its ranks.
Texas. Money back if not satisfied,
W. C. Gannett.
but it nearly always helps.

A

One by one the leaves have fallen an’ the land
is white with snow
An’ the icicles are hangin’ from the eaves in
spectral glow;
So I snuggle ’neath the comforts while the Are
cracks an* roars.
Bravely warrin* ’gainst the blizzard that is
ragin’ out o’ doors.
W h ile the wind is loudly sighin’ I repose m y
self for sleep.
But anon I’m quickly wakin’ for an anxious
little peep,
Just to see if dawn ia breakin’, if the light I
can espy;
For I know that on the morrow mother’ll cut
that punkin pie.

M AIN E
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SCOUTS SERVED
STEAMED CLAMS
Worthley Lucky Hunter—Senior
Class Has Supper and
Sociable
(Special to Maine Woods.)

WOODS,

PHILLIPS,

M AIN E, NOVEMBER 26, 1914.

N O T IC E

Worms Sap Children's Health

Miss Sadie Bates has finished caring
for Mrs. Diah Sweet and has returned
to her home.
Richard Burns, mail carrier on R. F.
D. No. 1, is gaining slowly from his
recent severe illness. His friends hope
for his full recovery.
Di E. Leighton has been suffering
from a severe cold the past few days.
There are to be many Thanksgiving
gatherings in town this week.
Several from town went to New
Vineyard last week and attended the
pictures there.
Mr. and Mrs. Leandar Daggett are
going to move into part of Z. M.
Vaughan’s house, where they will
spend the winter.
The ladies of the Congregational ;
church are planning on their annual !
fair, which is expected to be held on
Tuesday, Dec. 8, with a nice drama in
the evening.
Mr. and Mrs. P. D. Stubbs are re
ceiving congratulations on the arrival
of a baby girl in their home Sunday
evening. Mrs. Stubbs and daughter
are doing nicely.

Mothers often wonder why their chil
For information relative to my visit
dren are not rugged and hardy.In a to Rangeley, kindly refer to MrB. S. B.
vast number of cases the trouble is— McCard.
Worms.
F R A N K F. G R AVES,
Signs of worms are: Indiges
tion, variableappetite, crav
R egistered Optom etrist
ing for sweets, nausea,
vomiting, swollen upper lip, NEW SHARON,
sour stomach, offensive
breath, hard and full belly,
eyes heavy and dull, twitchTra.de Mark ing eyelids, itching o f the
nose, itching of the rectum, short dry
cough, grinding of the teeth, little red
points sticking out on tongue, starting
during sleep, slow fever.
Dr. True’ s Elixir, the 60 years timeP h illip s , M aine.
tried Family Laxative and Worm Expeller, will expel the worms and restore
the vim and vigor to your child. Good ■ Monuments, Headstones,
for adults also. Discovered by my fath
Tablets, Mantle Shelves,
er over 60 years ago. 35c, 50c, and $1.00
at all dealers’ . Advice free. Special
and
treatment ior ta ptw u n s. Sord for
Cemetery Work of all Kinds
book. .

- MAINE,

No. Franklin
Marble Works

Strong, Nov. 22—On account of the
films not arriving in season there were
no moving pictures last week.
Charles Richards spent Sunday in
town with his family.
Mrs. P. W. Mason spent last week
with friends in Portland.
Dr. C. W. Bell was in Stratton re
cently on professional business.
Auburn, Maine
/V . 1 / / U U
Frank Simpson of New Vineyard
PHILLIPS,
ME.
spent one day last week in town.
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Chandler of Phil
N O TIC E
All orders by mail or in person
lips spent Sunday with their son,
The subscriber hereby gives notice that she has promptly attended to.
been duly appointed executrix o f the last will and
Harry, and wife.
testament of A ca M. Hunter, late o f Phillips,
Mrs Nelson Walker, who underwent
in the County o f Franklin, deceased, anil given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
a critical surgical operation at her FAVORS TO PREPARE
mands against the estate o f said deceased are de
home last week, is very comfortable,
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
FOR THE GREAT DAY
Headquarters for every
her friends are glad to know. The op
.mmediately,
Edith M. Hunter.
1
November 17, 1914.
eration was performed by Dr. C. W.
thing in the hardware line.
Bell, assisted by Drs. Nichols and
Lumbermen's Supplies,
NOTICE
Cragin of Farmington. She is cared Not Alone the Children of the Family»
but Albo the Grownups May Be Fu r- j
The subscriber heieby gives notice that he
for by Miss Mertie Pushee.
Blacksmiths' Supplies,
Beautiful Festival of T h a n k s g iv in g has been duly appointed Administrator o f the
nished Special Trifles to Add Zest
Miss Wentworth of the Normal
Doors, Windows, Stoves, Tinware,
Has Its Origin in the Recognition of estate o f Anne Hutchins, late of Eustis,
to the Thanksgivin g Dinner.
school returned to Farmington Satur
Goods, Sporting Good»,
the Beneficence and Protection of in the County of Franklin, deceased, and giv^n Plumbing
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de
day. She has substituted in the grades
the Great Creator.
mands against the estate of said deceased are de Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Muresco, etc.
the past two weeks.
AVORS for the Thanksgiving din
sired to present the same for settlement, and all
Now is the time to do spring Painting,
indebted thereto are requested to make payment
The Ladies’ Aid met last week with
ner table may be made of pulled
Repairing, etc.
RATITUDE is a word that com immediately.
figs, raisins and nuts, held to
Mrs. Emma Gilman.
Frank B. Hutchinsprehends the happiness of the
November 17, 1914.
Rev. and Mrs. W. P. Holman will gether with toothpicks and topped
We buy for the lowest
human race. It turns the heart
spend Thanksgiving with Mrs. Hol with marshmallow heads, the features toward the Fountain of All Good and
NOTICE.
Spot
Cash prices, and give
outlined in chocolate. Each of these
man’s parents at Curtis Corner.
so makes possible a greater recep
The
subscriber
hereby
gives
notice
that
he
has
The Senior class of the High school little figures should be mounted on a tivity and a greater joy. Without beet duly appointed Administrator o f the estate our customers the benefit of
gave a supper and sociable in the flat foundation made of a thick, firm it even glories of heaven could not of
same.
cookie and the toothpick legs made to
Levi J. Blaisdell, late o f Weld,
Grange hall last Friday evening. The
confer happiness, and all the sweet in the County o f Franklin, deceased, and given
stand upright by embedding them in
supper consisted ot oyster stew, cakes, j a little mound of chocolate frosting amenities of life would fail. With bi nds as the law directs. Ali persons having de
mands against the estate o f said deceased are de
pies and coffee. A fine time was en- which should extend outward to form it the humblest home may be blest sired to present the same for settlement, and all
with
angel
visits,
and
one
step
up
indebted thereto are requetted to make payment
joyed by all.
the feet.
immediately.
ward
from
the
depths
of
grief
may
be
Orlean McLaughlin.
Rev. Weston P. Holman preached a j Two large raisins, the stem ends
November 17. 1914.
sermon appropriate for Thanksgiving i thrust into the toothpicks, form the fraught with a new-found joy.
But shall we be grateful for the
last Sunday morning from the subject, |legs and two small pulled figs serve
mere incidents of life and forget to
NOTICE
“ The Rich Man and the Poor Man.1’ j as a dress, the figs being thrust on be supremely grateful for life itself?
The text was Psalms 145:2, “ E v e r y the toothpicks so that the tapering We murmur so much at the condi The subscriber hereby gives notice that he has |
been duly appointed Executor o f the last will and I
day will I bless thee; and I will praise stem ends shall meet to form a waist tions of life, and on a reluctant con i estament of
thy name forever and ever.’ ’ T h e' ^ne- Two raisins are used for each cession we admit that this is better
Margaret Kempton, late of Philips,
the County o f Franklin, deceased, and given
evening service was given up to the ! arm’_ endin« in * sinele Peanut for a than that, and so we express our in
bonds as the law directs. All persons having de- '
hand.
ALSO
feeble thanks—praising the beauty of mauds against the estate of said deceased are deconsideration of the subject, “ The
The marshmallow head is covered a single leaf while murmuring at the sired to piesent the same for settlement, and all I
Furniture
of All Kinds
Thankful One,’ ’ in which many took
indebted thereto are requested to make paym ent!
with chocolate except on one side,
Immediatelypart. There will be no services at the where chocolate features are drawn tree that bore it.
Wesley J. Kempton. !
Are you truly grateful for life? Are
November 17. 1914.
church next Thursday evening.
with a toothpick dipped
in melted you glad that you were born? Do you
The many friends of Mrs. Walter A. chocolate. A peaked hat made from
accept your life from the hand of
Phillips,
Maine
Bradford are glad to know she is slow- \half a fig should top the grotesque
P R O B A TE N O TIC E S .
God as his richest gift—the containant
ly recovering from her recent surgical j little figure,
and
of all other possible blessings?
operation.
STRONG - MAINE.
For this work pulled figs are abso
Life is a wonderful gift—the most
A t a Probate Court held at Farmington, in and
The Boy Scouts were served steamed lutely necessary. Ordinary layer flg3 wonderful and the most blessed gift
fut the ciu n ty of Franklw , on the third Tuet-day
clams in the shell last Friday night by will not do, as to make the bodies that the Infinite God could plan for j f November, iu the ytar ot our Loro one thou
sand
nint hut dred and fourteen,
of
these
figures
the
figs
must
be
of
their scoutmaster, Rev. W. P. Holman.
the objects of his love. We have
T hefolk wing matters having been presented for
These
figs come hardly begun to learn how great it the action thiieupon hereinafter indicated, it is
Mr. Holman has always taken great in natural shape.
Wholesale and Retail
Leave your orders early for next
is, how great it can be. Beginning hereby ORDERED:
terest in the boys and has been very packed in small baskets and one
That notice thereof be given to all persons in winter’ s supply.
basket of figs at 25 cents will make at birth, and through childhood, terested.
For prices apply to
by causing a copy o f this order to be
helpful to them.
six favors.
published three weeks successively in the Maine
BEAL
&
McLEARY,
youth
and
age,
it
stretches
out
into
The toothpick mill is running with
«Vouas, a newspaper published at Fhillips, in said
Another style of favor can be fash the realms of Eternity— ever grow County,
Office at Phillips Station.
that th y may appear at a Probate Court
the usual number with the prospect of
ioned from short, thick sticks of ing vaster and yet more vast in its to be held at said Farmington, on the third Tuesan all winter’ s run.
iay o f Dec. A. I). )9'4. at Un o ’clock in the
; candy. Top the stick with a marsh approximation of limitless possibil forenoon,
and be heard thereon if they see cause.
Mrs. C. W. Bell and daughter, Sara, mallow head, pinching it round, and ities. If you had not been born you
Vernon E. Blodgett, ward, o f I’ hillip<s; third
5000 Cords
have recently returned from a few drawing chocolate features and a lit would never have known life—the account o f guardianship presented by Charles H.
Peeled Spruce, Fir and Poplar PulpNoyes, guardiai .
days’ trip to Portland.
wood wanted, delivered at any statioe
tle curl down the forehead. Press a sum of all blessings.
Julia M Hit kley. late o f Weld, deceased, first
account o f administration presented by Josephine on Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes R. RL. A. Worthley was surely the lucky couple of figs very thin and curl them
The unqualified acceptance of life, Scamman, administratrix.
between Farmington and Rangeley and
hunter last Saturday. He went to his around the candy doll, keeping them with all its mystery and pain, all its
Carrie M. Blackley, late of Phillips deceased' between Strong and Salem.
pasture in Avon in the forenoon ar.d out from the body by means of tooth- labor and weariness, and yet all its first account of administration presented by Wal
A.W. M c L e a r y , Phillips, Me,
ter S. Toothaker. administrator.
while there saw two deer lying down ! picks held to the stick of candy with sweetness and joy, and all its latent
Melissa J. Davenport, 'ate o f Salem, deceased,
white
frosting.
If
the
stick
of
candy
by a brook. He went home and ate
potentiality—that is and forever must final account o f administration presented by Cy
his dinner and took his rifle and re is plain white, paint chocolate but be the basis of true gratitude, the one rus N. Blanchard, administrator.
William B. Hoyt. late of Phillips, deceased. fi-st
tons down the front and rest the ab great theme for thanks. Unless you
turned to the pasture, took their tracks
final account of administration presented by
surd little favor on a square of are grateful for life itself you cannot and
Mabel Hoyt, administratrix.
Office over National Bank.
and after going a few miles came sugared popcorn.
E. Prootor. late of Weld, deceased, petition
be truly glad for anything that life forC. sale
across them He succeeded in shooting
of
real
estate,
presented
by
F.
S.
Scho
Phillips,
Maine
If these favors are chosen for the contains. But being grateful for life field. administrator.
the larger, which was a beauty.
|children of the family, the grown per- itself adds a tinge of celestial glory
J. H. Thompson, Judge of said Court.
Both ’ Phones
A true copy.
Myron,Withered continues to gain sons may have something different, to every simple blessing and makes
Attest: Sumner P. Mills. Register.
slowly, his friends are pleased to know. ! Choose paper lorgnons for the worn- , Today akin to the vast Forever.
Martin Connelly of Wilton and Mr. en, the eyeglass portion representing
and Mrs. Dan Fayee of New York were two miniature pumpkins and the long
Attorney and Counsellor at Lai
Glory of the Day.
Cut
guests of their sister and aunt, Mrs. handle simulating their stem.
The feature, the charm, the glory
And Sometimes Trousers.
Office at No. 2 Bates Block
the
pattern
of
a
good
sized
lorgnon
Myron Witherell, one day last week.
of Thanksgiving day is in the fact
The teacher was examining the
Schools in town close Wednesday from cardboard, covering the handle that it Is the day of home coming, class in physiology. “ Mary, you tell PHILLIPS, - - - - MAINE
night for the Thanksgiving rec.ss. with dull green crepe paper.
Cut four yellow pumpkins from the home freedom, home love. It is a us,” she asked, “ what is the function
They will close for the winter vacation
protest in these latest days against of the stomach?” “ The function of the
crepe paper that comes so decorated
J. B L A IN E M O R R IS O N
in two weeks.
hotel life. It is a memorial of the stomach,” the little girl answered, “ Is
and cover t^ie eyeglass portion of the
Mrs. Hervey Vining is gaining slowly lorgnon on both sides. Cut holes for most powerful civilizing and Chris to hold up the petticoat.”— Buffalo Ex
tianizing agency of early American press.
from her recent surgical operation. 1
the eyes so that these favors may
C. B. Richardson has returned from be actually used while at the table. life. It is a plea for the return to
Beal Block. Phillip« Fire and Life InnoraB«
Portland where he has been to pur A bow of bright yellow ribbon tied housekeeping and to the domestic in
When Embarrassed.
terests and activities which do so
half way down the handle of the
chase Christmas goods.
A successful singing teacher gives
much for the culture of women and
this remedy for embarrassment: A ---------Mr. and Mrs. Menzor A. Will very lorgnon is a pretty addition.
so much more for the training of
For the men have long rolls of yel children, and which help manhood to deep breath inhaled and exhaled slow ❖ **❖ **♦*♦♦♦♦*♦♦<_______
pleasantly entertained Mr. and Mrs.
Fred W. Look, Mr. and Mrs. Charles low paper tied at each end to simu attain its soundest, richest, best. Long ly with the help of the diaphragm
B. Luce, Misses Ella Fullerton and late snap motto papers. Instead of may Thanksgiving day remain an in muscle. Try it the next time you feel
the usual folded paper cap inside con stitution in this land, for the call to nervous, whether it is the thought of $
FARMINGTON, kMAINE.
Clarice Flint one evening last week.
ceal a cigar.
prayer and praise it gives, and for meeting someone or a burden of the Y
Mrs. H. N Luce was ill several days
the argument and appeal it provides small details of housekeeping that
last week. Her friends are glad to
in favor of the much-depreciated “ do causes your nervousness or embar
know she is much better now. She
mestic sphere.’’—Bishop John H. Vin rassment.
was assisted by Miss Verlena Winslow.
Everybody wl o is afflicted with Rheu cent in the Independent.
SPECIALIST
Many of the children in town are suf matism in any L-mii should by ali
Am bition.
fering from whooping cough.
means keep a bottle of SI * n % Lini
To one hard-working man of thic •i* Surgery and Treatment of Ear,
ment on hand. The minute you l eel
v
Unfortunate in T h e ir Nature.
busy generation success means time £
pain or soreness in :> j >L t >r muscle,
Nose and Ihroat
There
will
be
some
who
will
not
to retire to a quiet, book-lined room
bathe it with SloanV L ■ n tnt. Do
give
thanks
of
any
sort
on
Thanks
1.30-4.30
overlooking an old-fashioned garden, ^ Office hours, 9-12.30;
Catarrh is an. excessive secretion, not rub it Sloan’s penetrates almost
right to the seat of pain, giving day. With them the world is and read Dickens leisurely through
accompanied with chronic inflamma immediately
r.eli ving the hot, tender, swollen feel all wrong. Justice has fled from the
tion, from the mucous
¡membrane. ing and making the part easy find com earth, and all other men are untrust again from Pickwick to Drood. Fail
ing in that ambition, he would like to
Hood’s Sarsaparilla acts on the muc fortable. Get a bottle of Slo.in’s Lini worthy.
Some will wail that they qpend the evening of his life raking
ment.
for
25c
of
any
druggist
and
have
D r . W . J . C a r te r ,
were born under an unlucky star and leaves in the peace and beauty of
ous membrane through the blood, re
n in the hous*— against colds, sore and
duces inflammation, establishes heal -swollen oints, rheumatism, neuralgia, look on the dark side of every bless Branch Brook park with the other old
DENTIST
thy action, and radically cures all sciatica and like ailments. Your n oney ing. Their very presence casts a men there employed. The commis
Hours 8 to 12; 1 to 5.
Evening9 bj
nack if not satisfied, hut it d >es give gloom on everything. It is against sioners will please consider this an
cases of catarrh.
their natures to grant a thankful word.
almost ins'ant relief.
appointment.
application.—Newark News.
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Mrs. W. B. Hoyt, Prop.

Phillips Hardware Co.

GRATITUDE FOR
DAILY BLESSINGS

F

G

Phillips Hardware Co.

Puffs,
'!
Mattresses,
,Pillows.

C. F. Chandler & Son,

COAL

E. C. Higgins, M. D.

D. R. ROSS

Attorney - at - Law

|

It Really Does Relieve Rheumatism

Dr.J Mary S. Croswell,

| General Practice

of Osteopathy

M AIN E

WCOD8,
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TEN DAYS’ STOP
AT THE WIGWAM

Mountain View Hotel is still hav
Merton Hoar of West Rangeley has
ing a good run of business, mostly gone into partnership with Eugene
transient.
People are often heard Fields of Rangeley on a job of cut
to express the Slope that it will re ting railroad ties for Austin Hink ley
main open to the public all winter, at Dodge Poind.
They will live in
as usual, although] there have been Mr. Hinkley’s camp at the pend and
rumors that it is to close.
Mrs. Fields will keep house for
M. C. M,cKendrick, Charles Eagle them.
and a Mr. DeLong, ail of New York
City, were guests at H. O. TempleOquoseoc, Nov.
THE THANKSGIVING GIRL
They are
Sam Clark of the True Co., Port ten’s, Saturday night.
here
for
a
hunting
trip
which
they
land, and Will Daggett, also of Port
You may boast of the maiden of summer,
land, went home from here last Wed are spending at Fanjoy’s camps with
And brag of the maiden of June,
Fanjoy,
Jim
Wilcox
and
Mr.
Temple
Your winter girl may be a hummer
nesday after a ten days’ hunting
To skate with and lovingly spoon.
trip which they spent at Cupsuptic ton as guides. Tire latter was their
at Fan jo y ’s wigwam, says the Oquos- guide for many seasons while in the
soc correspondent in Franklin Jour Moosehead region.
Mr. and Mrs. C. J. Kipp, witl
nal.
Mr. Daggett got an
elevenpoint buck and Daggett a nice Large their cat and dog ,are at Fanjoy’s
fev
doe. The latter also had a fine camps at Oupsutptic for a
fat bear cub, which would weigh 50 weeks’ hunting.
Ruth and Eva Hamlin, who have
pounds that Fanjoy Shot while guid
ing him.
Fan joy’s story of killing been for some years employed at
the cub is that he and Daggett were Mountain View House, left Thurs
hunting deer and he saw a little' day for their home in Gorham.
George Darraii, clerk at McKen
young buck over a rise o f ground.
Motioning to Daggett, who was in zie’s, left Tuesday morning for his
the rear, he showed him the buck, home in Rum ford where lie expects
asking if he wanted to shoot it. to remain for about a month for a
Daggett answered in the affirmative much-needed vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Berry of In
and took aim.
Bang! went
the
I rifle, but the deer
never moved. dian Rock are having a month’s
Bang! again; this time the deer vacation which they are spend'ing
l cringed a little and hugged its tail with her parents, in Stetson and his
closer.
Bang! again;
the
deer in Machias.
L. E. Bowley returned from Lew
Icontinued to gaze in apparent aston|aliment.
"What ails that blankety- iston Last Friday with a handsome
blank-blank buck?” questioned
the new Buick car in place of the old
j sportsman.
“ Don’t nothing 'pear to one which he went in. His brothermay boaost of the lassie bewit^hln'
ail it yet, so far as I can see,” said in-law, W. A. Tibbetts, accompanied You
In hobble skirt, store puff and curl.
They attended But give me the maid of the kitchen,
¡Fan; "try her again.” Bang! again; him as chauffeur.
The reliable Thanksgiving girl.
this tiirue the air actually had a the funeral of Nelson Kimball of
j sulpliurue odor.
"That’s no real Auburn, who was! a relative of the
1deer,” said Daggett, “ it’s a stuffed former. Amos Ellis and B. M. Kim
Mrs.
one.
What in tamnation ails it?” ball returned with them, while
k
MrA James Ross and her son were
"Not a tiling ails iit; that deer’s still
Given By Many Phillips People
|in fine health,” answered
Fan. train.
Experiences
told by Phillips people—
Bang! again; this time the deer week-end guests of her nephew and
Those
who
have
had weak kidneys—
moved behind some trees, as if he wife, Mr. and Mrs. Bernard O. Ellis,
Who used Doan’s Kidney Pills —
at
Bald
Mountain.
had lost interest in the proceedings.
Who found the remedy effective—
Paul P. PilLsbury has sublet a
"Give me the gun,” ’ said Fan, and
Such statements prove merit.
job
at
cutting
birch
of
his
brother,
took it.
Going up to the woods,
You might doubt an utter stranger.
ii; which the deer had now disap A. V. PiUlS'bury, who has taken a
You must believe Phillips people.
peared from view, Fan found ample contract of Eben Hamden on the
Here’ s Phillips proof. Verify it.
evidence of the cannonading, the Tuttle estate.
Read. Investigate. Be convinced.
echoes o f which had just died away.
You’ ll find why Philips folks believe
HEATERS
The ground was furrow'ed consideri in Doan’s.
WHITE
BIRCH
W
T
ANTED!
1ably and a tree some distance from
“ I appreciate what Doan’ s Kidney
Iwhere the deer had stood had its
We want to buy
Carry it wherever you need it—
! Pi 118 have done for me ” says Elbridge
Iroots somewhat mangled.
As Fan
! Dill, farmer, of Phillips. Doan’s Kidb e d r o o m , bath room , or sitting
1stood looking for the deer he espied
, ney Pills, procured from Cragin’s Drug
Store, (now Preble’ s Drug Store),
|young Bruin standing on his hind legs
room .
It lights in sta n tly a n d
OF
have kept my kidneys in good working
and peeping curiously over a stump
order and have relieved me of the dull
warms any ordinary room in a
at the hunters.
As Fan had the
ache across the small of my back and
few minutes.
rifle he shot it himself, as he said delivered at our Mill during the coming |trouble with the kidney secretions. I
am wlad to confirm my former endorse|he feared it might be gun-shy and winter.
|ment of Doan’s Kidney Pills.”
Smokeless and odorless. For sale
escape if he waited for Daggett.
For applications and prices apply at
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don’ t SimFan joy vows this is the second time Mill office or at Phillips Savings bank.
at all hardware and general stores.
I ply ask for a kidney remedy—get
¡this fail that he has seen a deer
International Mfg. Co., j Doan’s Kidney Pills—the same that
L o o k for the Triangle trademark.
stand quietly for a target. This was
Mr. Dill had. Foster-Millbum Co.,
Phillips, Maine.
the fourth bear that has been killed
Props., Buffalo, N. Y,
at Cupsuptic within a few days.
Ben Swett of Mexico sfhot one
New
Albany
weighing 250 pounds, last week, and
Boston
f\\
.
Buffalo
tried to drive it a little
nearer
home after wounding it before giv
ing it the coup de grace.
He firs’
fired, wounding the beast.
As he
was alone and the bear would be a
heavy weight to drag he conceived
the bold and brilliant idea of coax
ing it out by chasing him
toward
tlie railroad before the point of his
rifle—perhaps muzzle would be more
correct; so they started. The bear
wanted to get to water and went ir
the direction of the stream.. Every
Rye Grass Long Cultivated.
now and then he turned and faced
H oliday T ies and
Rye grass Is believed to be the oldthe hunter, standing erect as be
Bow s in Ribbon
fflt grass specially raised for forage,
did so, but making no attempt to
laving been thus cultivated in Eng- j
and more than two centuries ago.
touch him.
He would then drop on
all fours and go a short
distance,
when he would repeat the same per
More to His Liking.
formance.
After this had occurred
Proud uncle, showing off small
several times, Swett thought best
nephew of saintly countenance and
to dispatch it and did so. He said
seraphic eyes: "Johnny, wouldn’t you \
the bear growled ferociously at the
like to be an angel?” Johnny, with
lash
cold scorn: "Not so long as there’s
L.
D. Haley returned from Salem.
show for me to become a baseball
pitcher.”
Mass., Thursday, where lie has been
for the past two weeks acting as
chauffeur for Mrs. Wheatland.
An English A u t h o r W ro t e :
Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Patten of
Portland are the guests of Mr. and
“No shade, no shine, no fruit, no
flowers, no
leaves.—November! ”
Mrs. H. C. Morton.
H. L. Welch lias just received a
Many Americans would add no free
rainbow trout weighing 3% pounds
dom from catairrh, lyhich, is so ag
and a brook trout weighing 3 pounds
gravated during this month that it
that are 29 months old, from the
becomes constantly
troublesome.
When you place your order for a piano with a
New Jersey State Hatchery at HackThere is abundant proof that oatarrli
city piano dealer you may make up your mind to
ettstewn, to be mounted for the
U a constitutional disease.
It is
related to scrofula and consumption,
NEXPENSIVE and pretty neckwear State.
this fact that you are paying him from $50 to $100
is made of narrow colored velvet
being one of the wasting diseases.
above the wholesale price of the piano to cover his
Hood’s Sarsaparilla has shown that ; ribbon. Bows and ties like those
S to p T h a t F i r s t Fa'll Coutcli
Check your fa ll cough or cold at
*bat is capable of eradicating scro shown in the picture are often finished
“ SELLING EXPENSE” and they charge you their
with small flowers of ribbon or chiffon. once— don’ t w a it— it may lead to se ri
fula, completely cures catarrh, and
ous lung trouble, w eaken your vitality
and develop a chronic lung ailm ent.
profit on top of that. I CHALLENGE ANYBODY
tike nim time prevents consumption.
Get a bottle of Dr. K in g ’s N ew D is 
covery to -d a y ; it is pure and harm less
We cannot see how any sufferer can
TO DENY THAT FACT PUBLICLY.
•— use it fre ely fo r that fa ll cough or
Removing T a r Stains.
Put off taking this medicine, in
cold. I f B aby or Children are sick give
To remove tar stains rub the spot it to them, it w ill relieve quickly and
view o fthe widely published record
first with lard and then with soap. permanently. It soothes the irritated
C H A S . W . N O R T O N ,
°f its padical and permanent
cures. Leave for an hour and then wash in throat, lu n gs and air passages. L oosens
Phlegm, is an tisep tic and fortifies the
It is undoubtedly America’s Greatest hot water softened with ammonia. «vstem ag ain st colds. It surely p re
C h u r c h Street
*
Fa rm in gto n , M&sr.e
vent « cold germ s from gettin g a hold
Medicine for America’s Greatest Dis>- If traces still remain, rub with tur Guaranteed.
50c.
and
$1.00 at your
W W W W H W U W H W W H V W W U H U U H H H H H H W H U i«
sase—-Catarrh.
Druggist.
pentine.
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Proprietor Bowley Has New Buick
New York Party at Templeton's

The House Without
a Gold Spot

/^ \ N chilly fall mornings
when you feel the need
of a little heat, don’ t start
the furnace or stove. That’ s
too much heat besides being
a nuisance and an expense.
Just light one of the handy

CONVINCING TESTIMONY

PERFECTION
SM OKELE

2 ,0 0 0

CORDS

W H ITE

B IR C H

STANDARD OIL COMPANY OF NEW YORK
York

|

33

I

Brighten Your Home
And Make It More
Attractive.
WALL PAPER
For This Purpose In
Great Variety At

| C. E. DYER'S,
I STR O N G ,

a

-

-

i

I

M A IN E . 1

PIANO TRUTHS

I

J

MAINE

13

WOODS,
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IN AND ABOUT PHILLIPS

B IR TH S .

Cartilage, Nov. 16, to Mr. and Mrs.
F. A. Day, a son.
Wilton, Nov. 15, to Mr. and Mrs.
The sociable which was advertised
The King’ s Daughters were enter to be held at the Winship schoolhouse Garden Smith, a son.
Rangeley, Nov. 15, to Mr. and Mrs.
tained by Mrs. 0. H. Hersey last Fri last Saturday night was postponed, and
day. A committee was chosen to make it will be held this week, Saturday A. V. Pillisbury, a daughter.
up and distribute the Thanksgiving evening.
boxes composed of Mrs. C. H. McKen
Lewis V. Winship, Wluo has been
M A R R IA G E S
zie, Mrs. E. B. Currier, Miss Cora associated wiith H. E. Braun at 163
Wheeler, Mrs. A. A. Jacobs, Mrs. Lisbon street, Lewiston, in the real
Tacoma, Wash., Nov. 14, by Rev.
Proctor Smith, Mrs. F. S. Haley.
estate business during the past two Mr. Lallemant, Joseph Knowles of
Mr. Lee Ellsworth wno was called years, has bought a farm in Liver Wilton and Miss; Marion'L. Humphrey
to town on account of the death of Mrs. more Fails of P. A. Wing and willl of Dedlvam, Mass.
Sarah Ellsworth returned to his home move there next month. Tihe fartm
New Sharon, Nov. 16, by Rev. F.
in Melrose, Mass., last Friday noon, is about two in idles out of the village R. Welch,, Ernest Greenlleaf and Miss
but his wife and children will remain on the Augusta road and has been Mae Hammons, both of New Sharon.
in the Wing family since the land
for a few weeks.
Strong, Nov. 14, by Rev. W. P.
Beal of
At a public meeting of the Women’s passed from the government years Holman, George Harrison
Avon and Miss Alice Faustina Smith
Christian Temperance Union held at ago.
The W. C. T. U. meeting will be of Strong.
the Parish House. Friday evening,
h
e
ld with Mis® Luette
Timberlake
Stratton, Nov. 12, by Rev. H. Gilb
November 6, a very interesting and in
patrick, George E. Lake and Mrs.
structive program was arranged. The Friday, November 27, at 2.30 p. m.
Senator-elect Eugene I. Herrick of Rose E. Black, both of Farmington.
L. T. L. performed their part in a
pleasing way and Miss Beulah Erwin Rangeley and R epr es an tati ves-etfec t
acted as pianist. Rev. M. S. Hutch Arthur Wilkins of Jay, Charles H.
D EATH S.
ins spoke along Temperance lines in an Pierce of Farmington, George H.
Brown
of
New
Sharon
and
Sumner
ernest way and Mrs. Algie Fernald of
• Avon, Nov. 15, Sarah E. Ellsworth,
Wilton, county president told some J. Wyman of Kingfield met in Far aged 57 years, 7 months.
thing of interest of the State Conven mington last week with Democratic
Lisbon, Nov. 18, Edward H. Kention, and of the rapid growth of prohib State Committeeman Thomas D. Aus niston, aged 80 years,.
ition in the United States. Mrs. Fern tin for a conference with regard to
Wilton, Nov. 16, Miss, Lillian San
ald was a guest of Mrs. Lewis Reed the action of the Franklin
County
born, aged 38 years.
while in town. Quite a little sum was delegation at the organization of the
Temple, Nov. 19, Nellie
Addellne
realized from the sale of popcorn and incoming State administration and
Daane, aged 11 years, 2 month®1, 5
candy, and will be a help to the L. T. for a discussion of other matters of
days.
L.
J interest to the party.
Freeman, Nov. 14, Jeremiah M.
.Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Forster of
Hon and Mrs N. P. Noble have been
Burbank, aged 84 years, 6 months, 14
Oakland have left for Southern Pines,
in Portland the past week.
days.
Miss Bessie Crowell who has not been North Carolina, where they plan to
Farmington, Nov. 16, Miss Georgie
well for sometime has been worse this remain for the winter.
■A. Wright, aged 17 years, 8 months,
Funeral services for the late Mrs.
week and Drs. Higgins and Currier
13 days.
have pronounced her trouble appendici Louisa Higgins of Augusta were held
Wilton, Nov. 13, Linwood Newell
tis and advise an operation very soon. at 2.30 Wednesday afternoon of last Mosher, son of Mr. and Mrs. Claire
Miss Crowell was planning to return week at the home, 5 Higgins street,
Mosher, aged 3 months, 5 days.
home with Miss Belle Adams who has I the house being filled with relatives
been a guest of hers for some time, to and a large number of friends. Rev.
spend Thanksgiving.
0. G. Mcsher and Rev. Ruth A. Swift
Mr s. Truman Fairbanks went to officiated and two selections were
Fife.
Rangeley last Sunday where she will be rendered by Mrs. Fred R.
The
floral
tributes
were
many
and
the guest of her sister, Mrs. George
Interment was made in
Russel), for a few weeks. Her many beautiful.
»friends will be glad to learn that she is the family lot in Mt. Pleasant ceme
C. M. Hoyt talks about ladies’ fu,r
able to make this trip as she has been tery. The friends of Mrs. W. J. Dag
because
an invalid for several years and not gett of this town, who is a daughter lined gloves and mittens
able to leave her home. She went by of the deceased extend sympathy to cold weather will soon be here and
he has a wide variety from which
her in the loss of her mother.
team.
to select.

AROUND THE
LOCAL STORE

rpHE CLOTHES TO
buy are the clothes
that show style, fit

A. G. Cronkhite is soon to re
ceive his Christmas goods and he
has a carefully selected stock from
which to select this year.
The shelves at George Bean’s store
are filled with good things for the
Thanksgiving dinner.

and w o r k m a n s h i p
combined with good
wearing qualities.

Peavy Bros.
Clothes

Edgar R. Toothaker has an
pecially fine line of candies
the Thanksgiving trade.

are designed by skilled
tailors, made by skilled
workmen from clothes
woven especially for
service.
We show a variety
of patterns in browns,
blue serges, gray clays
and fancy worsteds.

P eavy Bros.

es
for

Sedgeley & Company wish to call
your attention again, to the splendid
trades they have in the rubber soled
ladies’ shoes in black and tan.
D. F. Hoyt has an unusually fine
line of sweaters, and what is more
practical than one of these gar
ments, wearable all the year around.

The
D.

N o.

P H illip s , M e,

Agency for Universal Steam Laundry
Open Saturday Evenings.

«

Mackinaws

Ladies’ and Men’s Sweaters

Prices

$1.00, $2.50, $3.75, $4.50, $6.

Boy’s and Girl’s Sweaters
Blankets

$.50 and $1.

Prices
Prices

$5.00

$.75, $1.00, $1.25 and $1.50

Ladies’ Fleeced Underwear

Prices

25c and 50c

Prices,

$.50, $1.00, $1.25

Children’s and Ladies’ Union Suits
/ Children’s Vests and Pants

Price

25c

Ladies’ and Children’s Warm Hose

Prices

/

15c and 25c

Ladies’ Warm Shoes

Price

$1-25

Some of our Many Cold Weather Goods
Monmouth Moccasins
Wales Goodyear Rubbers
Home Knit Hose
Felt Shoes
Blankets
Ladies’ and Children’s Sweaters
Ladies’ Bath Robes
Wool and. Fleeced Underwear and Hosiery
for Women and Children.
Don’t Forget the All Wool Caribou Yarn
ButtericK

C.

Patterns

M.

C arried

fM t l W

StocK

HOYT,

No. 2, Beal BlocK, PHillips, Me.

\T17\ \ J

in

Farmers* Tel.

F,C'S DATES RAIS1NS NUTS CHEESE CRANBERRIES MALAGA GRAPES HONEY FRUIT
CONFECTIONERY

at TOOTHAKER’S CASH STORE

1

Devotion.

C lo th in g Store

5* B e a l B l o c k ,

Prices

$7.00 to $20.(

W U U W U W W W H W H V W

\

F. HOYT,

Prices

Tihe Phillips Hardware Company
has a fine Hue of the “ Boy’s De
DUCKS
light” skates, and there will soon | T U R K E Y S
See that your bed is comfortable b'o skating on the mill pond.
for the zero nights that are coming
2
Cranberries and Nuts
fur the next few months, and nothing
will add more to your comfort than
Raisins and Currants
Universal Type Cleaner for type
one of those felt or silk floss mat writers & rubber stamps.. A liquid
tresses at the stores of C. F. Chand type cleaner that does not injure
ler & Son, in Phillips and Strong.
the type.
Pride 50 cents at R. H.
Preble’s.

WE
AGE

S O L IC IT
OF T H A T

THE

PATRON

CLASS OF

DE

P O S ITO R S W H O C O N S ID ER AB-

At

Ladies’ Coats

¡ B E A N ’S

$ 1 0 .0 0 to $ 2 0 .0 0

C lothes

At the C. H. McKenzie Trading
Company’s store next Monday the
first shipment of Christmas goods
will be received.
Shop early.

The Sedgeley Store

SLUTE

SAFETY

FIR ST.

^ C A P IT A L , SURPLUS AND
ITS G U A R A N T E E

THAT

OUR
PROF

Fruit and Vegetables
“A woman’s devotion is a wonderful m
thing,” said the sentimentalist. “No
doubt of it,” replied Mr. Meekton. | Try Bean’s Home Canned Vege“Where Henrietta places her affec m
tables and Fruits
tions her admiration is unquestioning.
The only reason she objects to muz*
FOWL
zling our bulldog is that she thinks ! CHICKEN
the muzzle will spoil his facial ex
pression.”

L--------------------J

SAFE

W

T Y , AN D OUR IN TE R E S T R A T E
IS T H E

H IG H E S T

S IS TE N T W IT H

RATE

CON

SUCH S A F E T Y .

anted

Wouldn’t you like to own a

S m a r t S t il i s h inflated

PEELED SPRUCE AND FIR

Phillips National
Bank

Pulpwood delivered at
any point on line of Sandy
River and Rangeley Lakes
Railroad.

PHILUPS, - MAINE

HALEY & FIELD

Phillips,

Maine
o

Certainly you would. Then why not?
If you think it’s too expensive just

Gome In And Price
You will be agreeably surprised. You
will find our watches to be just as good
time pieces as they are trim and stylish
of build. We will enjoy showing them
to you.

A. G. CRONKHITE,
P H ILLIPS,

-

.

.

MAINK

